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Brüel & Kjær B K

Real-time Frequency Analyzer — Type 2123

Dual Channel Real-time Frequency Analyzer — Type 2133

USES:

m Constant-percentage bandwidth frequency analysis 
of sound and vibration signals in real-time

m Measurement of sound power

m Sound intensity and pressure mapping

m Mapping of non-stationary signals

m Electroacoustic testing

m Building acoustics testing: sound transmission, 
absorption, reverberation time

m Automobile acoustic testing

FEATURES:

m
1/1-, 1/3-, 1/12- or 1/24-octave analysis

m Real-time 1/3-octave analysis up to 22.4 kHz (single 
channel), 11.2 kHz (dual channel)

m PROM-based software for rapid start-up

m Inputs: preamplifier (microphone), accelerometer 
(charge), intensity probe, and direct

m 80 dB dynamic range, autoranging

m Internal mapping and sound power analysis

m Time-function capture, signal enhancement

m Built-in processing functions for sound power, sound 
insulation, reverberation time

m Data transfer from Real-time Frequency Analyzers 
Type 2143 and 2144

m Hard copy from graphics plotter, graphics printer, 
laser printer and colour printer

m Powerful mathematical language for fast user-
defined data processing

m Storage of more than 2200 1/3-octave spectra

m 31/2″ floppy disk (PC/MS–DOS compatible)

m Pushkey autosequencing

m Acquisition and processing of arrays of spectra

m Internal generator for pink, white, random, and 
pseudorandom noise and noise-bursts

m Optional 80 kHz frequency range using ZT 0318

Types 2123 and 2133 allow fraction-
al octave analysis in 1/1-, 1/3-, 1/12- or
1/24-octaves. Time functions can be re-
corded, and windowed portions of these
functions frequency analyzed.

 Extensive processing of data can be
done within the analyzer using the pre-
or user-defined mathematical func-
tions. Multispectra, that is, arrays of
spectra, can be stored in the analyzer’s
extensive memory, where they can then
be manipulated as single units in the
necessary calculations. Data can be
displayed as time signals or spectra, or
as landscape (3D), contour, number or
vector maps. Spatial mapping allows
sound source location and sound power
determination, while sequential map-
ping can be used, for example, for anal-
ysis of run-up/coast-down
measurements or periodic signals.

 Type 2133 offers dual- and cross-
channel functions, enabling measure-
ment of sound intensity, both active
and reactive, particle velocity, and the
complex cross-spectrum.
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Real-time Frequency Analyzers
Types 2123 and 2133 are designed for
acoustics, electroacoustics and vibra-
tion measurements, and analyse in
1/1-, 1/3-, 1/12- and 1/24-octave band-
widths. They have a dynamic range
of 80 dB, and fully instrumented
high-quality analogue inputs which
accept the full range of Brüel & Kjær
microphones and preamplifiers. The
built-in high-sensitivity charge
preamplifier enables direct connec-
tion of accelerometers. A time cap-
ture function records transient
events for later analysis, in whole or
part. Measurement possibilities are
extended by a rapid spectrum acqui-
sition mode, and gated averaging.

Type 2123 is a single-channel ana-
lyzer. Type 2133 is a dual-channel
version of the same analyzer and
measures complex cross-spectra and
sound intensity in addition to all the
single-channel functions. Type 2133
is the most advanced sound intensity
analyzer in the Brüel & Kjær range.

Large storage capacity and process-
ing ability mean Type 2123/33 can be
used as stand-alone instruments in
many applications.

Memory

Type 2123/33 has a large internal
buffer memory. How many spectra it
can hold depends on the frequency
range, the fractional octave analysis
and the sampling rate. For example,
with a frequency range 25 Hz to
20 kHz, the memory can hold 4500
1/1-octave spectra or 2200 1/3-octave
spectra.

Floppy Disk

The built-in floppy disk unit allows
permanent storage of spectra, setups
and results, and total or selective re-
call of measurement data (including
Type 2143/44 data). The formatted
disk is compatible with PC/MS–DOS,
easing the transfer of data to a com-
puter.

Collective Processing

With Type 2123/33 an array of spec-
tra, or multispectrum, can be han-
dled and processed as a single unit,
greatly simplifying the analysis of re-
sults. The spectra in the multispec-
trum are indexed using either a one-
dimensional system, where spectra
are numbered from, say, 1 to 100, or
a two-dimensional system, for exam-
ple by defining a 10 × 10 array which
corresponds to the physical measure-
ment array. Additionally, each ele-
ment of a multispectrum can be x-,

y- or z-labelled. Sets of multispectra
can be averaged. A cross-sectional
slice or a map of the multispectrum
can be displayed, showing the evolu-
tion of a frequency band with time or
spectrum number.

Rapid Data Acquisition

Large numbers of spectra at intervals
of as little as 5 ms with no gaps (no
loss of data) can be recorded. The
measured spectra are automatically
loaded into the spectrum storage ar-
ray, or multispectrum. Subsequent
sets of measurements can be aver-
aged into this multispectrum. Major
applications are reverberation time
analysis, and analysis of sound from
rotating or reciprocating machinery,
where spectra are measured at equal
intervals over the machine’s working
cycle.

Processing Functions

Most results routinely required in
acoustics can be calculated in the an-
alyzer, often in real-time. 57 pre-de-
fined functions in the non-volatile
memory cover a range of acoustics
applications including sound power
determination, reverberation time,
sound insulation and absorption, and
many routine arithmetical spectrum
manipulations. Additional functions
can be defined by the user with the
help of the powerful and compact
mathematical language. Previous
programming experience is not re-
quired. User-defined functions can be
stored in the non-volatile memory
and on disk.

Automated Measurements

Many acoustic measurements can be
automated using the pushkey autose-
quence facility. Up to 244 keypushes
can be stored in one autosequence.
Delays can be put into the sequence

to allow for the delays and settling
times of any associated equipment in
the automated setup. Longer autose-
quences can be stored on disk in sec-
tions and called up in turn by the
analyzer.

An IEEE/IEC parallel interface
provides convenient access to all raw
and processed data in the analyzer,
and complete control of all the front
panel and soft functions. Standard
engineering english interface com-
mands and non-fussy syntax make
the interface particularly easy to op-
erate to full advantage.

Ease of Use (Measurement and Dis-
play Setups)

Preparing Type 2123/33 is made easy
by measurement setups (Fig. 1) which
define the measurement mode and
the other measurement parameters,
such as frequency range, fractional
octave, averaging and analogue in-
put. Twelve factory-defined measure-
ment setups covering a range of
common applications are stored in
the memory. Up to eight user-defined
setups, which are retained even when
the instrument is switched off, can
also be stored. Further setups can be
stored on disk.

Similarly, a display setup (Fig. 1)
defines the display type (spectrum,
slice, time or map), graph axes
(range, linear or logarithmic y-axis,
reference levels) and the type of data.
Eight user-defined display setups can
be stored in the non-volatile memory
alongside twelve factory-defined dis-
play setups, and further setups can
be stored on floppy disk.

Display Formats

Data can be displayed in a variety of
formats on the 12″ screen. Different
display formats are shown in Fig. 2.
In addition to the measurement set-

Fig.1 The measurement setup determines the type of measurement made; the display
setup determines how the results are presented. Setups can be altered by field entry on
the screen
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up format of Fig. 1, there is a full-
screen format for a larger display,
dual and superimposed formats for
easy comparison of spectra, and a ta-
ble format for listing data. Additional
screen text can be typed in for cus-
tomized documentation.

Measurement Modes 2123/33

The following measurement modes
are available in Type 2123/33, for sin-
gle-channel measurements, with fre-
quency analysis in 1/1-, 1/3-, 1/12- and
1/24-octaves:

Autospectrum: (spectrum) dis-
played as: RMS, Power (Pwr), Energy
Spectral Density (ESD), or Power
Spectral Density (PSD), in dB re-
ferred to chosen reference levels, or
in absolute units. Also Maximum/
Minimum Hold spectra can be meas-
ured, with hold on each individual
band, or hold of the whole spectrum
when a selected band or the A or Lin-
ear channel is maximum/minimum.

Time: A time signal can be captured
and displayed. The complete signal
or windowed parts of it can subse-
quently be frequency analysed in one
or more ways. Signal enhancement,
that is, synchronous time-domain av-
eraging, can also be done in the time
mode.

Additional Measurement Modes 
2133

In addition to the simultaneous
measurement of two autospectra
(Ch. A and Ch. B), Type 2133 has the
following measurement modes with
analysis in 1/1-, 1/3- and 1/12-octaves:

Intensity: Both active and reactive
intensity can be measured using a
two-microphone probe or two acceler-
ometers.

Particle Velocity: Particle velocity
can be measured using a two-micro-
phone probe.

Mechanical Power: The mechanical
power flowing through a point can be
measured using a force transducer
(Ch. A) and an accelerometer (Ch. B).

Cross-spectrum: Real Part and Im-
aginary Part can be measured. Also
display of Magnitude and Phase.

The mathematical definitions of
the different measurement modes of
Type 2123/33 are given in Table 1.

Spectrum Weighting

The last two channels in the dis-
played spectrum are the A-weighted
and Linear channels. A, B, C and D
spectral weighting can be applied to
any measured spectrum. Other
weightings can be defined by the us-

No. Measurement Mode

0 [ ]

1
Ch. A 

Autospectrum A = A(t) = Filter output Ch. A
B = B(t) = Filter output Ch. B
a, b: Time signals Ch. A and Ch. B
H : Hilbert Transform
–: Time average

2
Ch. B 

Autospectrum

3 Mean Spectrum

4 Intensity

• Allowed combinations of 
measurement mode with type 
2133. Only half the combina-
tions are shown as the table is 
symmetrical

5
Reactive 
Intensity

0

6 Particle Velocity

0 1

1 • 2

2 • • 3

7
Cross Spectrum 

Real

3 • • • 4

4 • • • • 5

8
Cross Spectrum 

Imag

5 • • • • • 6

6 • • • • • • 7

9
Ch. B Vib. 
Velocity

7 • • • • • • • 8

8 • • • • • • 9

10 Mech.Power
9 • • • • • • • 10

10 • • • • • • • • 11

11 Ch.A Time a 11 • 12

12 Ch. B Time b 12 • •

Table1 Measurement modes of Type 2123/33, with mathematical definitions. Also shown
are the valid measurement combinations in Type 2133

A
2

B
2

1
2-- A B+( ) 

 
2

A B+

2ρ∆r
------------- A B–( )dt∫

A B+( ) A B–( )
2ωρ∆r

----------------------------------

1
ρ∆r
-------- B A–( )dt∫ 

 2
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AHB

Bdt∫ 
 

2

A Bdt∫

Fig.2 Different display formats available with the 2123/33. Display of results is deter-
mined by the display setup selected from the 12 pre-defined or 8 user-defined setups
stored in the non-volatile memory
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er. For true real-time A-weighted
analysis, a digital A-filter can be
switched in before the frequency
analysis stage.

Real-time Operation

Real-time operation effectively ana-
lyses in all the frequency bands si-
multaneously, without missing any of
the input signal. Analysis in real-
time is important in measurement of
non-stationary signals, such as rever-
beration time and impulsive signals.

The real-time capability is speci-
fied in terms of the highest frequency
that the analyzer can process in real
time. Fig. 3 shows the analysis fre-
quency ranges and real-time capabil-
ities of Type 2123/33. When
measuring in octaves and 1/3-octaves,
the analysis is in real-time over the
full available frequency range. When
analysing in 1/12- and 1/24-octaves,
there is the choice of operating purely
in real-time up to a certain specified
frequency, or an extended frequency
range can be selected, with part of
the frequency range not being ana-
lyzed in real-time.

Data Processing

The 57 pre-defined functions of Type
2123/33 enable the majority of acous-
tical parameters to be calculated in
the analyzer, many of the processing
functions being performed in real-
time. For example, sound power,
sound insulation and absorption, and
reverberation time according to vari-
ous standards, can be calculated. A
wide range of spectrum manipulation
is also possible, such as arithmetic
operations, integration, differentia-
tion and spectrum weighting.

User-definable Functions

Up to eight user-defined processing
functions can be stored in the non-
volatile memory, and additional func-
tions can be stored on disk. Program-
ming experience is not needed for
defining functions, as a high-level
language is used. For example, the
subtraction of 100 “noise” spectra
from 100 “source + noise” spectra
stored in the buffer memory, and av-
eraging of the resulting spectra, can
be achieved by a statement of the
form

Source = AVG(Buffer – Noise)

where “Buffer” represents the meas-
ured “source + noise” multispectrum
stored in the buffer memory, and
“Noise” represents the measured
noise multispectrum, stored on disk.

Besides the usual arithmetical op-
erations and mathematical functions,
there are some special operators and
features which enhance and simplify
data analysis. For example:

AVG, TOT: Permit averaging or to-
talling, on a power basis, of the spec-
tra contained in a multispectrum,
over a specified part of the multispec-
trum.

A, B, C, D: These weighting func-
tions can be applied to (or removed
from) a spectrum or multispectrum.

Reverberation Operators: Calcu-
lation of reverberation time is imple-
mented in terms of high-level
operators which are selected in the
processing function field. They oper-
ate on the measured reverberation
decay curve or on the room impulse
function to yield the reverberation
time.

Complex Operations: With Type
2133, complex operations can be
done. The analyzer handles complex
exponential notation.

Bandwidth Conversion: When two
spectra of different fractional octaves
are involved in a calculation, the an-
alyzer automatically performs the ap-
propriate bandwidth conversion.

Constants: A table of up to 20 con-
stants can be entered by the user, for
subsequent use in calculations.

Intensity Measurements

Type 2133 has extensive capabilities
for measuring intensity. There are
several dedicated intensity measure-
ment setups (Fig. 4) and others can
be defined by the user. 1/3-octave
sound intensity analysis is real-time
up to 11.2 kHz, allowing confident
measurements in non-stationary
sound fields, and of impulsive sounds.

Besides the usual intensity meas-
urement, namely active intensity
(propagating energy), Type 2133 also
measures the reactive intensity, that
is the non-propagating sound energy.
Particle velocity can be measured on
Type 2133 using a two-microphone
probe. This can be used, for example,
in the investigation of structural in-
tensity (two-accelerometer probe).

Sound Intensity Probes Types 3583
and 3584 can be used with Type
2133. The analyzer/probe combina-

871556/2e

1 4 16 63 250 1 k 4 k 16 k

1/1-oct.

1/3-oct.

1/12-oct.

1/12-oct.

1/24-oct.

1/24-oct.

1/1-oct.

1/3-oct.

1/12-oct.

1/12-oct.

0.25

0.5 2 8 31.5

Single Channel
2123/33

Dual Channel
2133

125 500 2 k

Not Real-timeReal-time

8 k Hz0.125

Fig.3 Frequency ranges available in the 2123/33 for the different fractional octaves, and
real-time operation range

Fig.4 Measurement setup for sound inten-
sity. Input is from the probe input. The
direction of sound energy flow is indicated
by the brightness of the display and the
sign (+ or –) attached to the cursor reading
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tion forms a class 1 intensity meas-
urement system according to
IEC 1043.

Sound Power

For the measurement of sound power
based on the intensity method, Type
2133 has a pre-defined processing
function, and the user can define ad-
ditional functions. Multispectra can
be dimensioned to match the physical
measurement array, so facilitating
data analysis. Field indicators of the
measurement accuracy can be calcu-
lated using suitably defined process-
ing functions.

Gated Intensity

The multispectrum mode may be
used for recording large numbers of
intensity spectra, equally spaced over
a machine’s cycle. Spectrum collec-
tion is automatically controlled by
trigger signals which mark the ma-
chine’s cycle. Hence, the emitted
sound intensity as a function of the
machine’s cycle can be rapidly meas-
ured.

The averaging gate input enables
external control of the averaging
process, for analysing selected gated
events.

Vector Intensity

In applications such as mapping en-
ergy flow in three-dimensional sound
fields, the components of the sound
intensity in three mutually perpen-
dicular directions, in a defined frame
of reference, can be sequentially
measured with Type 2133. The com-
plete intensity vector can then be de-
fined. An x, y, z indexing system for
the multispectrum provides for this.

Pressure-Intensity Index

The accuracy of a sound intensity
measurement depends on the system
phase matching and the Pressure-
Intensity Index of the sound field
(pressure level minus intensity level).
Type 2133 can simultaneously meas-
ure the intensity and pressure levels
and display the Pressure-Intensity
Index in real-time via a pre-defined
processing function (Fig. 5). From a
measurement of the phase matching
of the sound intensity system, the
bias error can be calculated and com-
pensated for using a pre-defined
processing function.

Cross-spectrum

Type 2133 can measure the cross-
spectrum between two signals. From
the real and imaginary parts of the

cross-spectrum, the phase difference
between the two signals is calculated
and this is directly displayed on Type
2133 display in degrees (Fig. 6).

The frequency response function of
a system can be calculated by divid-
ing the cross-spectrum by an aut-
ospectrum, in a two-stage measure-
ment.

Remote Control Unit

The analyzer can be controlled using
the Remote Control Unit ZH 0354.
For intensity measurements with
Type 2133, this can be attached to
the Sound Intensity Probe Type 3583.
The unit has “Start”, “Manual Ac-
cept” and “Autorange” pushkeys
which duplicate the corresponding
ones on the analyzer. The level and
frequency of any band can be read on
the digital display of the Remote Con-
trol Unit. Measurement point num-
bers (corresponding to a grid) can
also be displayed, and changed, in or-
der to repeat measurements at select-
ed grid points. Up to seven pushkey
autosequence programs can be acti-
vated from the unit. These programs
could, for example, store results on a
disk, or set the analyzer for a differ-
ent measurement mode and begin a
new measurement. Connection to the
analyzer is by a single cable.

Spatial Mapping

Measurement

For spatial mapping, the measure-
ment is made over a rectangular grid
surface. The map can then be related
directly to the measurement area.
Spectra are measured for each grid
element and collected together via
the Buffer Multispectrum measure-
ment setup of Type 2123/33. Data
measured with Type 2143/44 is trans-
lated to a buffer multispectrum. The
actual dimensions of the grid can be
input into the analyzer for both scal-

ing and use in sound power calcula-
tions.

Spatial measurements are often
made with 2- or 3-directional mea-
surements at each point. On the map-
ping displays, you can choose which
component of the spatial vector to
map. For example, if there are two
directional measurements at each
point, you can map the components
in the x and y directions or the re-
sultant vector in the xy-plane. In ad-
dition, a map of the vector’s angle to
the xy-plane can be selected. For the
vector map, at least two measure-
ments must be made at each point.

Landscape Display

The landscape map presents the data
in a 3D ‘hills and vales’ plot (see
Fig. 10). For a smoother plot, the
measurement values can be interpo-
lated. The interpolation calculates
and plots a number of values between
the actual measurement points. The
landscape can be tilted or rotated, to
find the best viewing angle. Meas-
ured levels with positive and nega-
tive directions can be shown together
on the map, or the levels in one di-
rection only can be plotted.

Contour Displays

Two types of contour map are possi-
ble: a shaded contour, where the ar-
eas between the contours are shaded
according to a greytone scale (see
Fig. 7); and an outline contour map
(see Fig. 8). The contour spacing can
be chosen by the user. Up to seven
greytones can be used for the shaded
contour map.

For both maps, the measured val-
ues can be interpolated for a smooth-
er plot. Data levels with positive and
negative directions can be shown to-
gether, or the levels in one direction
only can be plotted.

Number Display

The number map shows the dB levels
measured at each position on a plan

Fig.5 The 2133 displaying the Pressure-
Intensity Index in real-time. Other field
indicators can also be calculated by means
of a suitably defined processing function

Fig.6 Phase and magnitude of a cross-
spectrum displayed on the 2133
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view of the measurement area. Data
levels with negative direction are
highlighted. Fig. 9 shows two number
maps in the superimposed format.

Vector Display

The vector map has an arrow at each
measurement position. The direction
and magnitude of the arrow repre-
sent the direction and magnitude of
the measured vector in the specified
plane. Fig. 8 shows a vector map su-
perimposed on an outline contour
map.

For vector mapping, at least two
spectra must be measured for each
grid element in order to define the
plane of the map.

Map Annotation

The amount of information on a map
can be varied to suit your needs. A
measurement grid and the measure-

ment points can be superimposed on
the contour, number and vector maps.
The measurement points can be spec-
ified to lie in the centres or corners
of the grid.

On the contour map, all or some of
the contours can be annotated, or if
they are close together just the maxi-
ma can be marked.

Sequential Mapping

Measurement

For sequential mapping, a series of
consecutive spectra are collected to-
gether via the Input Multispectrum
measurement setup of Type 2123/33.
Data measured with Type 2143/44 is
translated to an input multispec-
trum. Spectra collection can be at a
constant rate, or can be controlled by

gating or triggering. Averaged input
multispectra can also be mapped.

Display

Sequential data can be displayed as
landscape (see Fig. 10), outline or
shaded contour (see Fig. 11), or
number maps. The parameters in the
map display setups are automatically
adjusted to suit the sequential data.

Display Formats

The maps can be displayed in all four
of the analyzer’s display formats. In
the dual display format, two different
maps can be compared; for example,
a landscape map and a contour map.
Alternatively, a map can be displayed
in one setup while a spectrum or slice
is displayed in the other setup. In the
superimposed display format, you
can combine, for example, a spatial
contour and vector map (see Fig. 8) or
two number maps (see Fig. 9).

Interpolation

An advanced interpolation technique
provides more accurate smoothing
than standard interpolation tech-
niques where interpolation curves
overshoot at points where the data
changes direction. The interpolation
used here compensates for overshoot-
ing, resulting in a smoother curve
that is closer to the ideal. Interpola-
tion of dB values or absolute values
is possible.

Cursors

Information can be read from the
map displays using the cursor. The
three cursor setups of the standard
program (i.e., Main, Reference and
Delta cursors) extend to the map dis-
plays. Additional auxiliary cursor
readings cater specifically for the
map displays. For spatial maps, the
specified cursor coordinates can be ei-
ther actual measurement positions or
interpolation points.

Post-Processing

The post-processing facility of Type
2123/33 can be applied directly to

Fig.7 Shaded contour map of intensity field

Fig.8 Vector map superimposed on the
outline contour

Fig.9 Two number maps superimposed

911898/1e

910397/1e910396/1e
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multispectrum data in the map dis-
play setups. All the setups have a
field for selecting post-processing
functions. In addition, there are func-
tions for sound power ranking and a
special command for re-grouping
multispectrum data.

Sound Power Ranking

When analysing a complex machine,
source ranking enables comparison of
the power content of different seg-
ments. Ranking re-positions the spec-
tra in a multispectrum in order of
their sound-power content in a spec-
ified frequency range. The levels can
be compared in a slice display, as in
Fig. 12. A ranking list can be dis-
played in the lower part of the screen.

Re-grouping Multispectra Data

Data from a set of spatial multispec-
tra measured in one plane can be re-
grouped to appear as a multispectra
measured in another plane. For ex-
ample, the data from five multispec-
tra of 4 rows (R) × 3 columns (C)
measured in the xy-plane can be re-
grouped to create four 5R × 3C mult-
ispectra in the xz-plane, or three
4R × 5C multispectra in the yz-plane
(see Fig. 13).

Spectrum Mode

Triggering Functions

For greater measurement flexibility,
the start of input multispectrum av-
eraging can be subjected to certain
start conditions specified by the user.
The available options are:

Manual: Averaging is initiated man-
ually, with a selectable time delay.

Free Run: Averaging begins as soon
as the “Start” pushkey is pressed.

External Trigger: Averaging begins
upon an external trigger signal, with
selectable time delay.

Generator: Averaging begins upon
the generator switching on or off,
with selectable time delay.

Conditional: Averaging starts when
a specified level is exceeded in a spec-
ified frequency band, with a selecta-
ble time delay.

Absolute Time: Averaging begins at
a specified time. Type 2123/33 has an
internal clock.

IEEE: Averaging begins upon a trig-
ger command (Group Execute Trig-
ger) from the IEEE-488 bus.

Detection and Averaging

There is a choice of linear or expo-
nential averaging with selectable av-
eraging times. In addition, there is
an equal confidence mode, in which
the exponential averaging time of
each detector is set to obtain a sta-
tistical accuracy (BT product) speci-
fied by the user. Where the actual

value is less than the specified value,
a warning line is generated beneath
the spectrum (Fig. 14). The calculated
statistical accuracy for a selected
band can also be read from the dis-
play.

Cursor
Information can be read from a spec-
trum by using a movable cursor. The
information and the cursor position
are read in the cursor setup. There
are three cursor functions:
Main cursor: Shows the level at a
chosen frequency.
Delta cursor: Defines a frequency
range. The power in this range can
be calculated.
Reference: Defines two cursor posi-
tions and displays the level difference
between them.

There are also many auxiliary cur-
sor readings, see specifications.

Fig.10 Landscape map of a run-up/coast-down (200 Hz – 2 kHz)
measurement. A steady signal at 500 Hz and its harmonics can
also be clearly seen

Fig.11 Shaded contour map of run-up/coast-down data (same
data as in Fig.10)

Fig.12 Sound power ranking of different
areas of a car engine

Fig.13 Re-grouping multispectrum data
to form multispectra in other planes
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Manual Spectrum Entry

Spectral data can be typed into the
analyzer to create, for example, a tol-
erance spectrum, or a special weight-
ing function to be applied to the
measured spectrum.

Time Mode

In Time measurement mode, Type
2123/33 records, in digital form, a
specified duration of signal with a
frequency content up to 22.4 kHz.
The captured time signal can be ex-
amined on the screen (Fig. 15) and
stored on disk for subsequent analy-
sis. Different parts of the record can
be analysed by defining an analysis
“window”. Uniform windowing with
cosine tapers can be selected to pro-
tect against spectral leakage when
analysing short segments of the time
function. More than 200 k samples of
a time signal can be recorded, which
for an upper frequency of 11.24 kHz
corresponds to 6.25 s of time signal.

Trigger conditions for a time record
can be selected from: free run, signal
level, manual, external trigger, inter-
nal generator, absolute time or IEEE.
A pre-trigger delay of up to one
record length and a post-trigger delay
of up to 4000 seconds can be selected.

Signal Enhancement

The signal enhancement mode of
Type 2123/33 improves the signal-to-
noise ratio for the periodic compo-
nents of a signal by averaging suc-
cessive time signals. The
uncorrelated noise in the input signal
is rejected and the periodic compo-
nents are enhanced. The enhanced
time signal can then be analysed. Up
to 65 535 time signals can be aver-
aged, each time signal being up to
70 k samples long.

Input/Output

Analogue Inputs Type 3019

Type 2123/33 has high-quality, fully
instrumented inputs Type 3019 for
connection of microphone preamplifi-
ers and accelerometers, and for direct
input of voltage signals from other
transducers. All inputs have a dy-
namic range of more than 80 dB. An-
alogue and digital overload
indications are given on the screen,
and autoranging can be selected for
all inputs. A range of high-pass fil-

ters, and a low-pass filter at 6.4 kHz
can be selected for all inputs.

Signal Generator

The signal generator of Type 2123/33
provides pink, white or pseudo-ran-
dom noise. Noise bursts of selectable
duration and spacing can be defined
for use in reverberation time meas-
urement. The level of the generator
signal is selectable in dB down to
– 60 dB referred to its reference level.
Measurements can be triggered from
the generator, enabling, for example,
fully automated measurement of re-
verberation time.

Interface

Type 2133 has an IEEE/IEC parallel
interface over which spectra and time
records can be transmitted. All of the
functions of Type 2123/33 (apart from
polarization voltage, signal ground
and display intensity switches) can
be controlled over the interface.

Channel Matching (2133)

In dual-channel Type 2133, the re-
sponses of the analogue input mod-
ules Type 3019 including input
amplifiers, attenuators and antialias-
ing filters, etc., are carefully matched
for amplitude and phase response to
ensure accurate dual- and cross-
channel operation. In Type 2133 the
phase matching is typically 0.05° at
20 Hz (0.7 Hz high-pass filter at in-
put). The specified phase matching
over the full frequency range is
shown in Fig. 16. Amplitude match-
ing between the channels is better
than 0.1 dB.

Auxiliary Equipment

Type 2123/33 can control up to four
Multiplexers Type 2811, allowing se-
quential measurements to be auto-
mated for up to 32 microphone
positions. When spatial averaging of
the sound field is required, the Ro-
tating Microphone Boom Type 3923,
also controllable from Type 2123/33,
can be used.

Hard Copy

Hard copies of the displays are ob-
tained via Brüel & Kjær Graphics
Plotter Type 2319 (Fig. 17) or Graph-
ics Recorder Type 2313. Plotters us-
ing HPGL, dot matrix printers using
PCL (ThinkJet), laser printers (La-
serJet) or colour printers (PaintJet)
can also be used.

Output formats include a simple
screen dump, and plots of spectra in
various sizes and orientations (A4
size). Displays can also be output to
a video plotter or in TIFF format.

Calibration
Transducer sensitivity, when known,
is simply typed into the sensitivity
field in the measurement setup. For
an overall system calibration, an
acoustic reference source such as the
Pistonphone Type 4228 or Sound
Level Calibrator Type 4230 can be
used. Type 2123/33 has a built-in au-
tomatic calibration function in which
the input sensitivity is automatically
adjusted to produce the required cal-
ibration level.

A sound intensity system consist-
ing of a sound intensity probe and a
Type 2133 analyzer can be rapidly
calibrated with the Sound Intensity
Calibrator Type 3541. Type 3541 is
used to check the intensity level at
250 Hz and to measure the phase
matching (pressure-residual intensi-
ty index) of the probe/analyzer sys-
tem. The measured pressure-residual
intensity index can then be stored on
disk and called upon later for valida-
tion of measurements.

Environmental parameters which
affect the correct measurement of
sound intensity, such as pressure and
temperature, are entered into the an-
alyzer’s system setup by the user.

Fig.14 The error warning line underlines
the bands in which the specified statistical
accuracy (BT product) is not achieved

Fig.15 A time signal captured on the
2123/33. Defined segments can be fre-
quency analyzed
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High-frequency Module 

ZT 0318

For high-frequency applications, the

real-time frequency range of Type

2123/33 can be extended with High-

frequency Module ZT 0318 (HF mod-

ule). In single-channel analysis, the

upper limit of the real-time frequency

range is increased by a factor of four,

allowing a maximum selectable cen-

tre frequency of 80 kHz for 1/3-octave

measurements (63 kHz for 1/1-octave

measurements). Greater real-time

frequency ranges in 1/12-octaves (up

to 21.8 kHz) and 1/24-octaves (up to

11.1 kHz), increase the measurement

possibilities for analysis of transient

signals and fast analysis of station-

ary signals, e.g., in Quality Control.

With Type 2133 and two HF modules,

you can measure dual-channel aut-

ospectra in 1/1-, 1/3- and 1/12-octaves,
over the same real-time frequency
ranges as in single-channel analysis.

High-frequency Module ZT 0318
also extends the real-time frequency
range available in the analysis of
data recorded using the time mode
facility. Time records can be analysed
with a maximum centre frequency of
up to 20 kHz, in 1/1-, 1/3-, 1/12- and
1/24-octaves.

Description
The HF module is an extra circuit
board which is installed inside the
analyzer by a Brüel & Kjær service
engineer in your area.

The filters used in the module are
digital filters. They are in accordance
with the same standards as the dig-
ital filters in the Type 2123/33.

Measurements

The HF module is built into the an-
alyzer as a natural extension. Hence
the procedure for high-frequency
measurements is the same as for
Type 2123/33 alone. No extra train-
ing is needed. The measurement set-
up is specified in the same way with
or without the module.

Display
The additional data measured by the
HF module, are displayed together
with the normal channels on the
Type 2123/33 screen.

Processing data
A-weighted and Linear bands may be
displayed along with the spectrum
(where it is not possible to measure
the A and L bands, they can be cal-
culated).

All the post-processing functions of
Type 2123/33 (weightings, statistical
analysis reverberation calculations
etc.) can be applied to the data meas-
ured with the HF module. HF data
is post-processed together with the
data in the normal range. Again no
extra training is necessary as there
is no change in operation. (Pre-A-
weighting is not available with the
high frequency range, but the post-
processing function for A-weighting
can be applied when required). It is
possible to disable the use of the HF
module via a parameter in the meas-
urement setup. The analyzer then be-
haves as though the HF module is
not installed.
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Fig.16 Specified phase matching between
the two channels of the 2133, with a high-
pass filter of 0.7 Hz and an antialiasing
filter of 25.6 kHz

Fig.17 An example of a plot obtained with
the Graphics Plotter Type 2319
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Digital Filters:
1/1-OCTAVE FILTERS:
Single- and dual- (2133 only) channel modes:
14-pole filters. Centre frequencies are 10 (3n/10),
where:
Single-channel mode: –3 ≤ n ≤14. 18 filters with
centre frequencies 0.125 Hz to 16 kHz
Dual-channel mode: –3 ≤ n ≤ 13. 17 filters with
centre frequencies 0.125 Hz to 8 kHz
Fulfil IEC 225–1966, DIN 45651 and ANSI S1.11
–1986, Order 7, Type 1-D, Optional Range
Dual-channel mode (2133 only) with upper
frequency = 16 kHz: 6-pole filters. Centre fre-
quencies are 10(3n/10), where –3 ≤ n ≤ 14. 18 fil-
ters with centre frequencies 0.125 Hz to 16 kHz.
Fulfil IEC 225–1966, DIN 45651 and
ANSI S1.11–1966, class II
1/3-OCTAVE FILTERS:
6-pole filters. Centre frequencies are 10(n/10),
where:
Single-channel mode: –10 ≤ n ≤ 43. 54 filters
with centre frequencies 0.1 Hz to 20 kHz
Dual-channel mode (2133 only): 51 filters with
centre frequencies 0.1 Hz to 10 kHz
Fulfil IEC 225–1966, DIN 45652 and ANSI S1.11
–1986, Order 3, Type 1-D, Optional Range
1/12-OCTAVE FILTERS:
6-pole filters. Centre frequencies are
10((n+0.5)/40), where: 
Single-channel mode: –30 ≤ n ≤ 173. 180 filters
with centre frequencies 0.183 Hz to 5.46 kHz op-
erating in real time, or 180 filters with centre
frequencies 0.729 Hz to 21.8 kHz, where the 144
filters with centre frequencies from 0.729 Hz to
2.74 kHz operate in real time
Dual-channel mode (2133 only): –42 ≤ n ≤ 161.
180 filters with centre frequencies 0.0917 Hz to
2.74 kHz operating in real time, or 180 filters with
centre frequencies 0.365 Hz to 10.9 kHz, where
the 144 filters with centre frequencies from
0.365 Hz to 1.37 kHz operate in real time
1/24-OCTAVE FILTERS:
6-pole filters. Centre frequencies are
10((n+0.5)/80), where:
Single-channel mode: –84 ≤ n ≤ 323. 360 filters
with centre frequencies from 0.0904 Hz to
2.78 kHz operating in real time, or 360 filters with
centre frequencies from 0.360 Hz to 11.1 kHz,
where the 288 filters with centre frequencies
from 0.360 Hz to 1.39 kHz operate in real time
A-FILTER:
Fulfils IEC 651–1979 and ANSI S1.4–1983 Type
0. The A-weighted level is shown in a separate
channel. 1/1-, 1/3-, 1/12- and 1/24-octave spectra
can be pre-A-weighted

Detectors:
Digital true RMS detection of Lin. channel, A-
weighted channel and filter-set output on 1 or 2
(2133 only) measurements simultaneously. Input
16-bit 2’s complement. No crest factor limitation
CONTROL:
Start: Clears the average accumulator and
starts an average
Stop: Stops the averaging process
Proceed: Continues an average without clearing
the average accumulator
Averaging Gate: External signal for gating the
averaging process
LINEAR:
Averaging without truncation. Averaging times
from 1 ms to 36 hours 24 min. 32 s. Resolution:
1 ms from 1 ms to 60 s, max. 3 digits, and 1 s
from 60 s to 36 hours 24 min. 32 s. During Lin.
averaging the true normalized value is displayed
EXPONENTIAL:
21 averaging times from 1/1024 s to 17 min. 4 s
in a binary sequence. 1/4 s and 2 s correspond
to Fast and Slow sound level meter responses,
respectively

EQUAL CONFIDENCE LEVEL:

Exponential averaging, where the averaging time
is varied across the channels to give 68% con-
fidence level < 0.25 dB, 0.5 dB, 1 dB or 2 dB
IMPULSE:
On A-weighted, broadband channel according to
IEC 651 – 1979. Only in 1/1-octave single-chan-
nel autospectrum or 1/3-octave single- or dual-
(2133 only) channel autospectrum

Measurement Modes:
Ch. A Autospectrum
Ch. A Time Function
(see also Additional Specifications 2133)

Measurement Memory:
INPUT MEMORY:
Single Spectrum or Multispectrum
Control: Manual or Auto re-start
Start conditions (multispectrum only): Free
run, Manual, External trigger with specified slope
and delay, Generator burst start or stop, Abso-
lute time, IEEE or on exceeding a specified level
at selectable frequency band after specified de-
lay
Delay: Delay between start condition and actual
multispectrum start set in seconds from –1 mul-
tispectrum length to 4000 s. Resolution is equal
to update rate
Multispectrum update rate: Lin. averaging up-
date rate is the averaging time. Exp. averaging
update rate is from 4 ms to 24 hours
Max. no. of spectra: Depends on filter band-
width, frequency range, measurement mode and
update rate. For a 1/3-octave, 25 Hz to 20 kHz,
max. no. of autospectra > 2200
BUFFER MEMORY:
Averaged Single Spectrum, Multispectrum, Av-
eraged Multispectrum, Max. Hold Spectrum,
Min. Hold Spectrum or Max/Min. Hold Spectrum
Control: Manual or Automatic accept of individ-
ual spectra or multispectra. Lin. averaging up-
date on average completion and manual /auto
re-start
Number of spectra: Linear average of 1 to
65535 single or multispectra
Multispectra: Individual spectra can be selected
and re-measured
Numbering of spectra: Row, column, direction
Hold Functions: On spectrum in input memory
for exp. and equal confidence averaging. Runs
until stopped
Max. hold: Maximum of averaged values
Min. hold: Minimum of averaged values
Max./Min. hold: Simultaneously Max. and
Min. Hold
On all bands: Composite spectrum of max.
(and/or min.) RMS values occurring in each
channel
On specified band: Retains the spectrum with
max. (and/or min.) RMS content in the specified
band

Time:
RECORD LENGTH:
More than 200 k samples without averaging and
70 k with averaging. Resolution 1 sample
TRIGGER:
Free run, Internal on channel A or B, External,
Generator burst start or stop, Manual, Absolute
time or IEEE
TRIGGER SLOPE:
Selectable for external or internal trigger
TRIGGER LEVEL:
Adjustable in 199 steps across the input voltage
range for internal trigger

TRIGGER DELAY:

Delay between trigger and start of record set in
seconds from –1 record length to 4000 s. Res-
olution 1 sample

MAX. FREQUENCY:

SIGNAL ENHANCEMENT:
Lin. or Exp. averaging of time functions. No. of
averages from 1 to 65535
SCAN ANALYSIS:
1/1-, 1/3-, 1/12- or 1/24-octave analysis can be
performed on a selectable part of a time function
or enhanced time function. Window position and
width selectable in steps of one sample. Window
type: rectangular or rectangular with cosine ta-
per. The time signal can be reversed before an-
alysing

Display:
TYPE:
Built-in 12″ TV-raster scan monitor
PICTURE RESOLUTION:
288 × 488 points
SCALE LINES:
Horizontal scale lines and X-axis check marks
are electronically generated directly on the
screen to avoid parallax errors
DISPLAY FORMATS:
Full format: A single graph
Dual format: 2 graphs in upper/lower format.
The display setups are independently selectable
for the upper and lower graphs. The setups can
be aligned by pressing “Align”
Half format: A single graph with measurement
setup
Superimposed: Each graph in full, dual or half
format can be a single-trace graph or a dual-
trace superimposed graph. Source is independ-
ently selectable for each trace
Table format: Any graph can be listed numeri-
cally in a table
Menu format: A menu of selectable values for
the selected parameter
File list: A directory of the files stored on the
floppy disk
System setups: General Setup, Function Setup
and 2 pages of Pen plot Setup
ANNOTATION:
Each trace is identified with display setup label,
display setup parameters, function name, data
source, cursor values, X- (Z-) axis and Y-axis
annotation
CUSTOM MEASUREMENT LABEL:
54 characters of user-defined labelling of meas-
urements. The label is stored together with data
TEXT:
32 lines of 61 characters can be used for custom
annotation of the display. The text can be stored
on disk
Y-AXIS:
Calibration: Data are calibrated using transduc-
er sensitivity and sensitivity adjust from the
measurement setup

Max. 

Frequency

Time 

Resolution ∆t

Max. Record 

Length, No 

Averaging. 

200 ksamples

22.4 kHz
11.2 kHz
5.63 kHz
2.82 kHz
1.41 kHz

709 Hz
355 Hz
178 Hz
89.2 Hz

15 µs
31 µs
61 µs

122 µs
244 µs
488 µs
977 µs

1.953 ms
3.906 ms

3.125 s
6.25 s

12.5 s
25 s
50 s

100 s
200 s
400 s
800 s

Specifications 2123/2133
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Annotation: Absolute or relative in dB. Selecta-
ble dB reference
Spectra: RMS spectrum, Power spectrum, Pow-
er Spectral Density or Energy Spectral Density
Scales: For relative annotation the scale is log.
For absolute annotation the scale can be lin. or
log.
Log. range: 1 to 999 dB in steps of 1 dB
Y-full scale: Autoscale giving optimum data
presentation, or selection of Y-full scale equal to
max peak input, or continuous variable using
manual setting
Units: Can be units related to the units defined
in measurement setup, units defined by the user
in display setup, or predefined units
Scaling: Data can be scaled by an absolute
factor or a dB value
X-AXIS:
Spectra: Log. with annotation in Hz at 1/1-oc-
tave centre frequencies conforming with
ISO R266. Range from 1 to 20 octaves. X-low
and X-high limit individually selectable
Time: Lin. with annotation in s. Absolute or rel-
ative with a selectable reference. Range: 432
continuous samples, a multiple of 432 samples
or the complete record. X-start can be specified
in steps of 1 sample
Z-AXIS
Slice: In seconds or measurement no. Low and
high limit or range individually selectable
ALIGN:
X- (Z-) and Y-axes can be changed to show the
data in the best way by pressing “Align”
SPATIAL MAP FORMATS:
Landscape map: 3D plot with rotation in hori-
zontal and vertical planes. Minimum rotational
increment of 1 degree
Contour maps: Outline or shaded (maximum of
7 greytones)
Vector map: Row–column diagram with arrows
representing magnitude and direction of meas-
ured vector
Numeric map: Row–column diagram showing
measured values
SEQUENTIAL MAP FORMATS:
Landscape map: 3D plot with rotation in hori-
zontal and vertical planes. Minimum rotational
increment of 1 degree
Contour maps: Outline or shaded (maximum of
7 greytones)
Numeric map: Time-frequency diagram show-
ing measured values

Cursors:
CURSOR TYPES:
Main cursor, delta cursor, reference cursor
CURSOR SETTING:
Main cursor: X- (Z-) position. Delta cursor and
reference cursor: lower limit X1 (Z1), upper limit
X2 (Z2) or ∆X- (∆Z-) value. Cursors on upper
and lower graphs can be individually or simulta-
neously controlled using “Align”
CURSOR X-READINGS:
Time X and ∆X: seconds
Frequency X: Hz, ∆X: Octaves
CURSOR Z-READINGS:
Time Z and ∆Z: seconds
Number Z and ∆Z: no.
MAIN CURSOR Y-READINGS:
Calibrated and scaled, absolute or relative. Units
as Y-axis
AUXILIARY READINGS:
—Elapsed averaging time
—Averaging time left
—Number of averages performed
—Element number
—Y-max. value
—X-value corresponding to Y-max. value
—Y-min. value
—X-value corresponding to Y-min. value
—Standard deviation
—Sound power
—Total power or total energy
—Power or energy in a delta cursor band

—Delta power/total power
—Reverberation time
—Reverberation time correlation coefficient
—∆Y: difference between Y-values for reference

cursor
—Y U-L or Y L-U: difference between Y-values

in upper and lower displays
—∆Tot U-L or ∆Tot L-U: difference between ∆Tot-

values in upper and lower displays
—Tolerance check
—Tolerance margin
—Total Sound power
—∆ sound power
—∆ sound power - Total sound power
—Data identifier (label on each spectrum)

Operation:
MEASUREMENT SETUP:
8 complete user-defined measurement setups
can be saved and recalled from a non-volatile
memory. 12 factory-defined measurement set-
ups are defined in the program. Measurement
setup parameters can be changed before or dur-
ing a measurement
DISPLAY SETUP:
8 complete user-defined display setups can be
saved and recalled from a non-volatile memory.
12 factory-defined display setups are defined in
the program. Display setup parameters can be
changed before, during, or after a measurement
PARAMETER ENTRY:
Via increment/decrement controls, continuously
variable speed field entry control, or numeric
keypad
INPUT AUTORANGE:
Selects optimum peak input voltage

User-defined Functions:
8 user-defined functions can be saved in non-
volatile memory. 52 factory-defined functions are
defined in the program. The functions can be
calculated and displayed in real-time during a
measurement and even changed during the
measurement
FUNCTION NAME:
The user can label the function with any name
of up to 10 characters
OPERANDS:
Arithmetic operations can be carried out using
single real or complex constants or data oper-
ands from Input, Buffer or any file
Data operands: Real or complex; single spec-
trum, multispectrum or slice; single or dual (2133
only) buffer data. 5 pre-defined data operands:
A-, B-, C-, D-weighting and Ω
OPERATIONS:
Add, subtract, multiply, divide, raise to power,
exponential, log., antilog. or complex conjugate.
Specification of reference for dB arithmetic. Total
sum, average, slice or single spectrum from a
multispectrum. Insertion of a spectrum into a
multispectrum. Selection of one set of data from
a dual-channel measurement. Combination of
two single-channel data sets to one dual-channel
data set. Frequency shift of spectra. Deltatotal,
deltasum or deltamax from a single spectrum or
slice. Absolute value of data. Reverberation or
backward integration. Calculation of sound pow-
er. Collection of spectra or multispectra into a
new multispectrum

Autosequence:
Allows the user to specify an autosequence of
front panel keypushes in the “Learn” mode which
can be executed on command. Max. 244 key-
pushes. Program looping: 1 to 65535. Delay: 1 s
to 24 hours. Resolution: 1 s. Up to ten independ-
ent or interrelated sequences can be saved in
non-volatile memory. Stored autosequences can
be recalled from disk during execution

System Accuracy:

DYNAMIC RANGE:
All distortion (intermodulation and harmonic) and
spurious components at least 80 dB below max.
input for max peak input > 10 pC or > 15 mV for
1/1- (6-pole filter order only) and 1/3-octave aut-
ospectrum and cross spectrum (2133 only)
NOISE:
Voltage input: Measured in 1/3-octave bands in
input range 1 mV with input short-circuited:
0.1 Hz to 40 Hz: < 0.1 µV
50 Hz to 1.25 kHz: < 0.25 µV
1.6 kHz to 5 kHz: < 0.5 µV
6.3 kHz to 20 kHz: < 1 µV
A-weighted: < 2 µV
Lin.-weighted: < 2 µV (10 Hz–22.4 kHz)
Charge input: Measured in 1/3-octave bands in
input range 0.3 pC with 1 nF transducer capaci-
tance:
0.1 Hz to 0.63 Hz: < 1 fC
0.8 Hz to 2.5 Hz: < 0.5 fC
3.15 Hz to 160 Hz: < 0.25 fC
200 Hz to 630 Hz: < 0.5 fC
800 Hz to 2.5 kHz: < 1 fC
3.15 kHz to 20 kHz:< 2 fC
A-weighted: < 5 fC
Lin.-weighted: < 5 fC (10 Hz–22.4 kHz)
FREQUENCY ACCURACY AND STABILITY:
0.01% without warm-up (no adjustment neces-
sary)

Signal Generator:
GENERATOR TYPE:
Pseudo-random
SEQUENCE LENGTH:
1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64 s or 8192 s (random)
WHITE NOISE:
Frequency response: ±0.2 dB, 0.4 Hz to
22.4 kHz. Low-pass filter: 3rd-order elliptic
Output: 1.5 V or 123.5 dBµV, (9.3 mV or
79.4 dBµV)/√Hz
PINK NOISE:
Frequency response: ±0.4 dB, 22.4 Hz to
178 kHz. High-pass filter: 3rd-order Chebyshev
Output: 0.8 V or 118 dBµV, (141 mV or
103 dBµV)/1/3-octave
LEVEL ACCURACY:
103 dBµV ± 0.1 dBµV in 1 kHz 1/3-octave band
OUTPUT ATTENUATOR:
0 to 60 dB in 0.1 dB steps. Accuracy: ±0.2 dB re
0 dB position
OUTPUT:
Floating or single-ended
Output Impedance: 50 Ω
Max. Output Current: 10 mA (typical)
GENERATOR ON/OFF:
Manually or automatically with selectable on and
off times from 20 ms to 60 s. Resolution 20 ms

Hard Copy:
Hard copies of displays can be made via the
following:
Graphics plotter: Graphics Plotter Type 2319,
or any compatible plotter using HPGL. The hard
copy has a better resolution than the screen
picture. Plots can be in colour
Graphics recorder: Graphics Recorder Type
2313 with any Application Package in 2313.
Matrix printer: As a bit-map dump using
ThinkJet
Laser printer: As a bit-map dump using Laser-
Jet
Colour printer: As a bit-map dump using
PaintJet
TIFF: Displays can be sent out or stored as a
bit-map dump in TIFF format for later use in PC
programs such as Word, WordPerfect and Page-
Maker
VIDEO OUTPUT:
For video hard copy units, recorders and moni-
tors. Composite video signal. 1 V peak-to-peak
into 75 Ω
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Vertical scan frequency: 50 or 60 Hz
Output impedance: 75 Ω

Mass Storage:
Built-in floppy disk drive for storage of measured
data, setups and programs. All or selectable
parts of measured data can be recalled
DATA MEDIA:
Removable 31/2″ dual-sided, double-density mi-
cro-floppy disk
DATA FORMAT:
Compatible with PC/MS-DOS from version 3.2
(except sub-directories)
FORMATTED CAPACITY:
720 kbytes
FILE LIST:
Contains disk identification, user-definable disk
name and file list sorting key. Each file is iden-
tified by user-definable file name, data type, size
and time of storage
DATA COMPATIBILITY WITH OTHER 
ANALYZERS:
Single spectra and multispectra measured with
Type 2143/44 can be read into Type 2123/33
and processed as Type 2123/33 measurement
data

IEC/IEEE Interface:
Conforms to IEEE 488.1 and IEC 625-1 stand-
ards
FUNCTIONS IMPLEMENTED:
Source Handshake SH1
Acceptor Handshake AH1
Talker T5
Listener L3
Service Request SR1
Remote/Local RL1
Parallel Poll PP1
Device Clear DC1
Device Trigger DT1
Controller C1, C2, C3, C28
DATA:
Any function shown on display, any basic meas-
ured data (input or file), postprocessed results,
Time History data, Spectrum History data, all
setups (measurement, display, cursor, user-de-
fined function, pen plot, general, autosequence),
status parameters, custom measurement label,
custom display text can be transmitted to and
from 2123/2133
REMOTE CONTROL:
All functions and instrument settings excl. float-
ing/signal ground setting and microphone polar-
ization voltage can be remotely controlled
COMMAND SET:
Simple and easy to remember standard engi-
neering english. Resistant to operator error. Syn-
tax errors displayed on screen
CODE:
ASCII (ISO 7-bit) code or Binary
INTERFACE TERMINATOR:
Can be defined from the front panel or from a
controller
DEVICE ADDRESS:
Displayable on screen in general setup

Connectors:
REMOTE CONTROL (front panel):
18-pin connector for 2 microphone signals, 15 V
power supply and serial RS 422 A interface for
Remote Control Unit ZH 0354 or ZB 0017. Oth-
erwise as Preamp. Input for Type 3019

TRIGGER INPUT:

BNT connector for input of external trigger and
external measurement start. Supply for Photoe-
lectric Probe MM 0012 and MM 0024: +8 V DC
on inner shield of BNT connector
SAMPLING INPUT/OUTPUT:
BNC connector for output of the sampling fre-
quency or, when set to external sampling, input
of the external sampling frequency. Maximum
sampling frequency: 65536 Hz 
AVERAGING GATE:
BNC connector for gating the average
REMOTE CONTROL (rear panel):
8-pin DIN socket for remote control of Multiplexer
Type 2811 or Rotating Microphone Boom Type
3923

Power Requirements:
VOLTAGE:
90 – 140 V AC or 180 – 264 V AC
FREQUENCY:
47.5 – 63 Hz
POWER CONSUMPTION
Approx. 350 VA

EMC:
SUSCEPTIBILITY TO DISTURBANCES 
SPECIFIED IN EN 50082–2:
Measured using Cable AO 1382 (Charge) and
Ferrite Cable Clamp LK 0014 or Cable AO 0429
(Voltage) and Ferrite Cable Clamp LK 0013.
Floating measurement according to instruction
manual

LF Magnetic Field: (30 A/m at 50 Hz)

Radiated RF: (3 to 10 V/m, 80% AM,1 kHz)
Conducted RF: (3 to 10 V, 80% AM,1 kHz) 

1 Input section with max. gain and input short-circuited
2 Input section with max. gain and 1 nF termination

General:
CABINET:
Supplied as model A (lightweight metal cabinet)
or C (as model A but with flanges for standard
19″ racks)
DIMENSIONS:
(A-cabinet without feet):
Height: 310.4 mm (12.2″)
Width: 430 mm (16.9″)
Depth: 500 mm (19.7″)
Weight: 36 kg (79 lb.)

Input/Output Level

Direct1 < 7.5 µV

Charge2 < 7.5 fC

Preamp., Probe1 < 60 µV

Input/Output Level

Direct1 < 15 µV

Charge2 < 25 fC

Preamp., Probe1 < 35 µV

COMPLIANCE WITH STANDARDS:

CE-mark indicates compliance with: EMC Directive and Low Voltage Directive.

Safety IEC 348: Safety requirements for electronic measuring apparatus.
Safety class II.
Note: See “Safety” in the Type 3019 specifications.

EMC Emission EN 50081–1: Generic emission standard. Residential, commercial and light 
industry.
EN 50081–2: Generic emission standard. Industrial environment.
CISPR 22: Radio disturbance characteristics of information technology 
equipment. Class B Limits.
FCC Rules, Part 15: Complies with the limits for a Class B digital device.

EMC Immunity EN 50082–1: Generic immunity standard. Residential, commercial and light 
industry.
EN 50082–2: Generic immunity standard. Industrial environment.
Note: See “EMC”

Temperature IEC 68–2–1 & IEC 68–2–2: Environmental Testing. Cold and Dry Heat.
Operating Temperature: 5 to 40°C (41 to 104°F)
Storage Temperature: –25 to +70°C (–13 to +158°F)
IEC 68–2–14: Change of Temperature: +5 to +40°C (2 cycles, 1°C/min.)

Humidity IEC 68–2–3: Damp Heat: 90% RH (non-condensing at 40°C)

Mechanical Non-operating:
IEC 68–2–6: Vibration: 0.3 mm, 20 m/s2, 10–500 Hz
IEC 68–2–27: Shock: 650 m/s2

Enclosure IEC 529: Protection provided by enclosures: IP 20
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Input Characteristics:

DIRECT INPUT:
Via BNT socket
Max. peak input voltage: 35 ranges 1 mV to
80 V in a 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8 sequence
Single-ended or differential
Input impedance: 1 MΩ || 100 pF
Coupling: DC. Input zeroing for automatic DC-
offset compensation
High-pass filters: 0.7 Hz or 22.4 Hz
Max. input voltage: 250 V RMS
Max. induced common-mode voltage: 10 V
peak for max. input setting 0.3 pC to 8 nC. 1 V
peak for max. input setting 10 nC to 80 nC
Supply for Photoelectric Probe MM0012 and
MM0024: +8V DC on inner shield
PREAMP. INPUT:
Via standard Brüel & Kjær 7-pin Preamplifier In-
put
Max. peak input voltage: 35 ranges 1 mV to
80 V in a 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8 sequence
Microphone Polarization: 0, 28 or 200 V from
2 MΩ source
Heater Voltage: +6 V (at 200 mA) from 45 Ω
source and + 12 V (at 200 mA) from 15 Ω source
High-pass filters: 0.7 Hz or 22.4 Hz
ACC. CHARGE INPUT:
Via TNC connector
Max. peak input charge: 39 ranges 0.3 pC to
80 nC in a 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8 sequence
Single-ended or floating
High-pass filters: 0.09 Hz, 0.7 Hz or 22.4 Hz
Max. induced common-mode voltage: 10 V
peak for max. input setting 0.3 pC to 8 nC. 1 V
peak for max. input setting 10 nC to 80 nC
SAFETY:
The system complies with safety class II of
IEC 348. Safe operation in accordance with
IEC 348 is obtained if the voltage of the signal
ground, relative to earth, does not exceed 42
V RMS (sine). To ensure safe operation in ac-
cordance with IEC 348 at higher voltages, the
user must limit all input currents to 0.7 mA peak

COMMON-MODE REJECTION:

0 to 1 kHz:
80 dB for 1 mV to 800 mV input range
60 dB for 1 to 80 V input range

1 kHz to 25.6 kHz:
60 dB for 1 mV to 800 mV input range
50 dB for 1 to 80 V input range

25.6 kHz to 102.4 kHz:
50 dB for 1 mV to 800 mV input range
40 dB for 1 to 80 V input range

Acc. Charge Input:
0 to 102.4 kHz: 40 dB
CROSSTALK:
(Voltage source, 50 Ω; charge source, 1 nF)
Between any two connectors on a module:

– 100 dB up to 25.6 kHz
– 80 dB up to 102.4 kHz

Between any two input modules:
– 120 dB

ATTENUATOR LINEARITY:
±0.1 dB
HIGH-PASS FILTERS:
0.09 Hz, – 3 dB. Slope 6 dB/oct.
0.7 Hz, 0.1 dB ripple cut-off frequency. Slope
18 dB/oct. –3 dB frequency: 0.50 Hz
22.4 Hz, 0.1 dB ripple cut-off frequency. Slope
18 dB/oct. –3 dB frequency: 16.1 Hz
PREAMPLIFIER OUTPUT:
Analog output from preamplifier via PCB-con-
nector to optional High-frequency Module Type
ZT 0318
Frequency Response: Lower frequency limit
(DC, 0.09, 0.7 or 22.4 Hz) to 100 kHz: ± 0.2 dB
LOW-PASS FILTER:
6.4 kHz, 0.1 dB ripple cut-off frequency. Slope
18 dB/oct. –3 dB: 8.9 kHz
ANTIALIASING FILTER:
Cut-off frequency: 12.8 kHz or 25.6 kHz
Provide at least 80 dB attenuation of those input
frequencies which can cause aliasing. The filter
can be bypassed
SAMPLING:
Max. Rate: 65 kHz

A/D CONVERSION:

14 bit
OVERLOAD DETECTION:
On both common-mode and differential signal;
applied before all filters
NOISE:
Voltage: At least 80 dB below max. peak input
voltage/√(1/3-octave), or 1 µV/√(1/3-octave),
whichever is greater up to the 20 kHz 1/3-octave
band
Charge: At least 80 dB below max. peak input
charge/√(1/3-octave), or 1 fC/√(1/3-octave),
whichever is greater up to the 20 kHz 1/3-octave
band
DYNAMIC RANGE:
All distortion (intermodulation and harmonic) and
spurious at least 80 dB below max. input, for
max. peak input > 10 pC or > 10 mV
OVERALL FREQUENCY RESPONSE:
± 0.15 dB from lower frequency limit (0.7 or
22.4 Hz) or 0 Hz to upper frequency limit
(6.4 kHz, 12.8 kHz or 25.6 kHz)
AMPLITUDE LINEARITY:
± 0.1 dB or ± 0.015% of max. input, whichever is
greater, measured using a sine wave. For meas-
urements more than 40 dB below max. input, the
measuring sine wave is accompanied by another
sine wave of a lower frequency, having an am-
plitude not less than 20 dB below max. input
AMPLITUDE MEASUREMENT STABILITY:
Voltage: ± 0.1 dB
Charge: ± 0.15 dB
(from 0 to –40 dB re max. input level)
CHANNEL TO CHANNEL MATCH:
Max. gain difference: 0.1 dB from lower fre-
quency limit fL (0, 0.7 or 22.4 Hz) to upper fre-
quency limit fU (6.4 kHz, 12.8 kHz or 25.6 kHz)
Max. phase difference:
1.1° – 0.1° × f / fL from fL to 10 × fL
0.1° from 10 × fL or 0 to 0.1 × fU
f /fU from 0.1 × fU to fU
Modules can be matched to closer tolerances.
Contact your local Brüel & Kjær service centre 

Specifications 3019

INPUTS:

Two identical channels (Channel A & B). Inde-
pendent selection of 4 inputs on both channels.
Either Direct Input, Preamp. Input, Intensity
Probe/Remote Control or Acc. Input

MEASUREMENT MODES:

True dual-channel operation, i.e. both filters and
detectors operating in dual channel:
Ch. A Autospectrum
Ch. B Autospectrum
Mean Spectrum
Intensity
Reactive Intensity
Particle Velocity

Cross Spectrum Real Part
Cross Spectrum Imag Part
Ch. B Vib. velocity
Mech. Power
Ch. A Time Function
Ch. B Time Function
User-defined
and several combinations

Additional Specifications 2133
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High-frequency Module ZT 0318 expands the
real-time frequency range of Types 2123 and
2133. Type 2123 can be expanded with one
module and Type 2133 with one or two modules.
One module allows single-channel autospectrum
measurements in the expanded range. Two mod-
ules allow single- or dual-channel autospectrum
measurements.

System Performance and 
Accuracy:
REAL-TIME FREQUENCY RANGE:
Single-channel, ZT 0318 enabled:
1/1-octave filters: 0.125 Hz to 63 kHz
1/3-octave filters: 0.1 Hz to 80 kHz
1/12-octave filters: 0.729 Hz to 21.8 kHz
1/24-octave filters: 0.360 Hz to 11.1 kHz
Dual-channel, two ZT 0318s enabled:
1/1-octave filters: 0.125 Hz to 63 kHz
1/3-octave filters: 0.1 Hz to 80 kHz
1/12-octave filters: 0.729 Hz to 21.8 kHz
For frequency range measured by ZT 0318 see
Digital Filters below
DYNAMIC RANGE:
All distortion (intermodulation and harmonic) and
spurious components at least 72 dB below max.
input for the frequency range analysed by
ZT 0318, for max. peak input  ≥ 15 mV or 200 pC
OVERALL FREQUENCY RESPONSE:
± 0.1 dB at filter centres from lower frequency
limit (0.7 or 22.4 Hz) or DC to 20 kHz
± 0.2 dB at filter centres from 20 kHz to 80 kHz
for voltage input
± 0.5 dB at filter centres from 20 kHz to 80 kHz
for accelerometer input with 1 nF transducer ca-
pacitance
NOISE:
Voltage input: Measured in 1/3-octave bands in
input range 1 mV with input short-circuited:
25 kHz to 80 kHz < 2 µV
Charge input: Measured in 1/3-octave bands in
input range 0.3 pC with 1 nF transducer capaci-
tance: 25 kHz to 80 kHz < 4 fC
AMPLITUDE LINEARITY:
In the frequency range analyzed by ZT 0318:

±0.15 dB or ±0.03% of maximum input voltage,
whichever is greater, measured using a sine
wave input at the filter centre frequency. With
measurements more than 40 dB below max. in-
put, the measuring sine wave is accompanied
by another sine wave of a lower frequency out-
side the measured band, having an amplitude
> 20 dB below max. input
CHANNEL-TO-CHANNEL MATCH (Type 2133 
only):
Max. gain difference: 0.1 dB from lower fre-
quency limit (0.7 or 22.4 Hz) or DC to upper
centre frequency limit (80 kHz)

Input Characteristics:
COMMON-MODE REJECTION:
22.4 kHz to 89.2 kHz:
50 dB for 1 to 800 mV input range
40 dB for 1 to 80 V input range
CROSSTALK:
22.4 kHz to 89.2 kHz:
Preamp.- /Acc.- /Intensity-input: –80 dB
Ch.A/Ch.B: –120 dB
ATTENUATOR LINEARITY:
22.4 kHz to 89.2 kHz: ±0.15 dB
ANTIALIASING FILTERS:
Cut-off frequency: 102.4 kHz
Provide at least 84 dB attenuation of those input
frequencies which can cause aliasing
INPUT SAMPLING:
Internal: 262.144 kHz
A/D-conversion: 12 bit

Digital Filters:

All filters operate in real time
1/1-OCTAVE FILTERS:
14-pole filters. Centre frequencies are 10 (3n/10)

where:
Single-channel mode: 2 filters with centre fre-
quencies 31.5 kHz and 63 kHz
Dual-channel mode: 3 filters per channel with
centre frequencies 16 kHz to 63 kHz
Fulfil IEC 225–1966, DIN 45651 and
ANSI S1.11–1986, Order 7, Type 1-D, Optional
Range.

1/3-OCTAVE FILTERS:

6-pole filters. Centre frequencies are 10(n/10),
where:
Single-channel mode: 6 filters with centre fre-
quencies 25 kHz to 80 kHz
Dual-channel mode: 9 filters per channel with
centre frequencies 12.5 kHz to 80 kHz
Fulfil IEC 225–1966, DIN 45652 and
ANSI S1.11–1986, Order 3, Type 1-D, Optional
Range.
1/12-OCTAVE FILTERS:
6-pole filters. Centre frequencies are
10 ((n+0.5)/40), where:
Single-channel mode: 36 filters with centre fre-
quencies 2.90 kHz to 21.8 kHz
Dual-channel mode: 48 filters per channel with
centre frequencies 1.45 kHz to 21.8 kHz
1/24-OCTAVE FILTERS:
6-pole filters. Centre frequencies are
10 ((n+0.5)/80), where:
Single-channel mode: 72 filters with centre fre-
quencies from 1.43 kHz to 11.1 kHz
Dual-Channel mode: Not applicable

Detectors:
Digital RMS detection of filter-set output on 1 or
2 (2133 only) channels simultaneously. Linear
averaging
AVERAGING TIMES:
For single-channel mode, the averaging time is
1/1024 s for 1/1-, 1/3- and 1/12-octaves and 1/512 s
for 1/24-octaves
For dual-channel mode the averaging time is
1/512 s. Further averaging is done in the analyzer

Measurement Modes:
Type 2123/33 with one ZT 0318:
Ch. A Autospectrum
Type 2133 and two ZT 0318:
Ch. A and/or Ch. B Autospectrum

Specifications ZT0318
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Ordering Information
Type 2123: Real-time Frequency Analyzer, 

fitted with one input module Type 
3019

Includes the following Accessories:
Mains cable

AO 0087: BNC to BNC Coaxial Cable
JP 0802: 8-pin DIN plug
LK 0013: Ferrite Cable Clamp (for BNC)
LK 0014: Ferrite Cable Clamp (for Acc.)
2 × VF 0057: Spare Fuses F 2A/250V
3 × VF 0058: Spare Fuses F 4A/250V

Type 2133: Dual Channel Real-time 
Frequency Analyzer, fitted with 
two input modules Type 3019

Includes the following Accessories:
Mains cable

2 × AO 0087: BNC to BNC Coaxial Cable
JJ 0152: BNC T-connector
JP 0802: 8-pin DIN plug
2 × LK 0013: Ferrite Cable Clamp (for BNC)
2 × LK 0014: Ferrite Cable Clamp (for Acc.)
2 × VF 0057: Spare Fuses F 2A/250V
3 × VF 0058: Spare Fuses F 4A/250V

ZT 0318: High-frequency Module
Includes the following Accessories:
BZ 5021: Service Program for Type 2123/33
BZ 5025: Analog Self-test for ZT0318

Optional Accessories

TYPE 2123/33:
Type 4134: Microphone for Type 1 

measurements (ANSI)
Type 4192: Microphone for Type 1 and Type 

M measurements (ANSI)
Type 2669: Microphone Preamplifier

LK 0013: Ferrite Cable Clamp (for BNC)
LK 0014: Ferrite Cable Clamp (for Acc.)
UA 1054: Dual Channel Modification for 

Type 2123 for upgrading to Dual 
Channel Real-time Frequency 
Analyzer Type 2133

UA 1306: Upgrade Kit from disk to PROM-
based analyzer including 
mapping facilities

ZB 0017: Remote Control Handle for 
remote control of measurements, 
with LED indication of operations

ZH 0354: Remote Control Unit for remote 
control of measurements LC 
display of level, measuring point, 
etc.

ZT 0318: High-frequency Module. See 
separate specifications

ZG 0328: Accelerometer Power Supply
WH 2270: Preamplifier Output facilitates 

output of the conditioned input 
signals (before the antialiasing 
filters) to BNC sockets on the rear 
panel of the analyzer

WB 1118: Lamp Indicator Unit, signals 
whether a measurement passed 
or failed preset tolerance limits

KS 0027: Rack Mounting Flanges for 
conversion of model A to C

QR 1102: 10 31/2″ dual-sided, double-
density micro-floppy disks

BZ 5021: Service Program for Type 2123/33

Intensity Probe/Remote Control extension 
cables (capacitance at 1 kHz: max. 10 pF/m)
AO 0324: 5 m
AO 0325: 30 m
WL 0826: Specific length
Interface cables
AO 0264: IEEE–488 to IEC 625–1 (2 m)

AO 0265: IEEE–488 (2 m)

TYPE 2133 ONLY:
Type 3541: Sound Intensity Calibrator for 

checking the complete intensity 
measuring system

Type 3583: Sound Intensity Probe including 2 
matched microphone pairs Types 
4178 and 4181, two 1/4″ 
microphone preamplifiers, 6, 12 
and 50mm spacers, handle and 
adaptor for mounting probe on 
ZH0354 Remote Control Unit

Type 3584: Sound Intensity Probe including a 
matched microphone pair Type 
4181 and Remote Control Handle 
ZB 0017

WA 0447: Mechanics for Assembly of 
Intensity Vector Probe, using 1/4″ 
microphones and 12 mm spacer

WA 0491: Mechanics for Assembly of 
Intensity Vector Probe, using 1/2″ 
microphones and 50 or 150 mm 
spacers

WT 9378: Mapping and Sound Power 
Program for IBM AT and PS/2. 
Contour, 3D and Vector maps of 
spatial multispectra (row and 
column axis), sound power 
determination and sound power 
ranking

Type 7679: Sound Power Program for PC. 
Allows determination of sound 
power according to ISO 9614–2 
(survey or engineering grade), 
ECMA 160 (engineering grade) 
and ANSI S12–12

Brüel&Kjær reserves the right to change specifications and accessories without notice
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E c h tz e i t - F re q u e n z a n a I y s at 0 re n

Typen 2123, 2133 Echtzelt-Frequenzenely.
.etoren. PrAzlslonsgerlte zur Analyse von
Schall- und Schwingungssignalen in wAhlba-
ren FrequenzbIndern von 1/1 bis '/24 Oktave.
Digitale Filterung in Echtzeit im EInkanaIbe-
trieb bis zu 22,4 kHz in der Terz/Oktav-Be-
triebsart. Zeitsignale konnen angezeigt wer.
den, F~.nalysen abschnittsweise er.
folgen. Die Analysatoren besitzen einen
gro~n Internen Speicher für bis zu 1000
Terzspektren und zusltzlichen Speicherplatz
auf eingebauter Floppy-Statlon. Die Multl-
spektrum-Einrlchtung, d.h. der Speicher für
Me~wertfolgen oder -Felder, erleichtert Da-
tenautzeichnung und -Berechnung.
Die Analysatoren führen Routineberechnun-
gen der Akustik selbst durch, so da~ die
Datenübertragung zu einem Computer nicht
notwendig Ist. Umfangreiche SIgnalverarbei-
tungsfunktionen ermOglichen z.B. die Be.
rechnung von Nachhallzeit und Schalleistung
entsprechend nationaler und internationaler
Richtlinien.. Spezielle Software kann Im Ana-
lysator eingesetzt werden.
Typ 2123 ist ein Elnkanal-Analysator, Typ
2133 ein Zweikanal-Anatysator, der auch die
realen und ImaginAren Teile des Kreuzspek-
trums ml~t. Der Analysator 2133 Ist der an.
spruchsvollste Brüel & KjIBr-lntensitAtsanaly-
sator (weitere Informationen zur Intensltats-
messung S.16).. Frequenzanalyse In Oktav-, Terz-, '/12-0k-

tav- oder '/24-0ktavbAndem
. Echtzelt- Terz/Oktav-Betrieb bis zu

22,4kHz (EInkanal). 112kHz (Zweikanal)
. Prazlslonsanalogtechnlk und 14-blt ADC

geben SOdB Dynamikbereich44

Rechteck. Signalhervorhebung
. 3Ocm-Blldschirm. SpektrenanzeIge in

oberer und/oder unterer BildschirmhAlfte.
Spektrenüberlagerung und tabellarische
Darstellung möglich

. Schneller Betrieb durch vorgewAhlte oder
anwenderdefinierte Me~ und Anzeigen-
Set-ups

. Gro~er Interner Speicher für bis zu 1000
Terz -Spektren

. Floppy-Station zur Speicherung von
Spek1ren und Me~/ Anzeigen-Set-ups.
Signainachbearbeitungs- und Me~se-
quenzprogramme

. Interne Nachbearbeitungsfunktionen:
Nachhallzeltberechnung mit Rausch- und
Impulsmethode. Schalleistungsberech-
nung nach ISO-VorschlAgen

. Anwenderdeflnlerbare mathematische
Operationen zur Spektren- und Multispek-
trenverarbeitung. LB.: +. -, MultipI.. DI-
vis.. Exponent.. Log. Antllog. Komplex
Konjugierte, Gesamtsumme. J. 6 und spe-
zielle Operatoren für NachhallzeItberech-
nung. Anwenderdeflnlerbare Konstanten.
Anwenderorientlerte Sprache - keine
Programmiererfahrung erfordert. Mathe-
matische Operationen gleichzeitig fOr ge-
samte Blocks gespeicherter Spektren
durchführbar

. Toleranzkurveneingabe zur elektroakusti-
schen Prüfung und Beurteilung von LArm

. Automatische Messungen durch program-
mierbare Tastenfolgen

. Gute Übereinstimmung der Amplituden-
und Phasencharakteristik belder Eingan-
ge (2133)

. Eingange für Mikrofon, Beschleunigungs-
aufnehrner (LadungsvorverstArker) und
DirekteIngang

. A-, 6-, C-, D- oder anwenderdeflnierte Be-
wertung. A-Bewertung vor Filterung mög-
lich

. Zeitlich lin. und expon. bewertete Mltt...
jung und Mlttelung mit gleicher statisti-
scher Genauigkeit. Anzeige statistischer
Genauigkeit

. Multispei(tren: einfache Aufarbeitung,
Speicherung vieler Spektren

. Multiplexeranschlu~ zur schnellen Spek-
trenerfassung (5 ms-lntervalle). Automati-
sche Messung einer spezifizierten Anzahl
von Spektren in wahl barem Triggerzyklus

. Triggereingang für Zeitsignalausschnitts-
mlttelung

. Pegel eines Frequenzbands Ober "Multi-
spektrum"-Speicher als Funktion der Zeit
oder Spektrumnumrner darstellbar

. VolistAndige IntensitAtsmessungen (2133).
Schallintensitat (Wirk- und Blindente"),
Körperschallintensttat, Komponenten des
Intensltatsvektors, Tellchenschnelle. Si-
multane Messung von Intensltats- und
Druckspektren

. Messung der realen und irnaglntren
Kreuzspektrumteile, Anzeige von Betrag
~ Phase (2133)

. Zeitsignalaufnahme mit umfangreichen
Trlggenunktionen und aufeInanderfolgen-
der Frequenzanaiyse von Fensteraus-
schnItten. Zeltfenster Hanning oder
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. St8U8I'ung von Multlplexer(n) 2811 lNtd MI-
krofon-Drehgaigen 3923 für automatische
Mesaungen

. Interner Rauschgenerator (ro../wei~):
Rausch8n. Pseudorauschen lNtd Rausch-
impulse

. Einfach Kallbrierung - automatische Ka-

IIbriereinrlchtung
. IEEE 488-SchnittsteHe zur umfangreichen

Fernsteuerung und Datenübertragung
. Dokumentation mit Graphikplotter 2319

und Graphikdrucker 2313
. UA 0154 Zweikanal-Modlflk8tlon für

2123. Zur Erweiterung des 2123 zu einem
2133 lieferbar

Typ 3380 Sch8l1lntenaitats-An-'y8i8r8y.
atem. Vielseitiges System zur Terz- und
Oktav analyse akustischer Signale. Die Ana-
lyse von sowohl kontinuierlichen als auch
impulshaJtigen Signalen ist mOgllch. deren
SchaHintensitAts- oder SchaJldruckspei<t1'en
sind darsteflbar. Das System umfa&t Schall-
intensitAts-Analysator 2134. Blldschirmein-
heit 4715. Anzefge.Elnheit ZH 0250 und
SchallintensltAts-Sonde 3519.
Typ 2134 Schallintensltatsanaiysator ist ein
Echtzeftanalysator mit 2 Eingängen gleicher
Phasencharakteristik und digitalen Filtern.
Mit Graphikdrucker 2313 werden Iso-lntensi-
tAts-Karten und 3D-Plots erstefIt. SchaIIei-
stungen berechnet usw.
Betrieb..rt Sch8l1druck. 2 wahlbare Eln-
gangskanAle. separate Anzeigeeinheit.
BetriebMrt Sch811lntensitat. Anzeige von
Pegel und Richtung.

I

~ * SpeIl""

WH 1~. Modifikation ffJr weltetO8tlende In-
tensitltsmessungen. Messung deI Kreuz-
spektrums zwischen zwei Slgn81en, der
Oberfl4chen8Ct1nelle, -intensittt und Tetl-
chenschnelle.
Rlumllctte Tf8nsform8tion won SctI8tItel-
dern (aTIF)
Typ 2134 mit Modifikation WH 1~, Gra-
phlkdrucker 2313 und FlM1ktlons-EJ~
BZ 7007 bilden ein komplett.. System zur
Schallteldtranstormatlon und -Kartlerung.
Berechnung von Fernteld-Schalipegeln und
-spektren anhand von Naht~en:
Vektorplot8 des Wlrk- und BlInd8ntei1s der
Intensittt. Schaleistung ~h F\Ict1e und
Simull8nJng von Schallquellerldamptung und
Nahfetd-HoJographle.

. Echtzelt8n8ly8e bil zu 11.2kHz

. 38 Terz- und 12 Oktavtllter mit Mlttentre-
quenzen von 3.2 Hz...10kHz bzw.
4 Hz...8 kHz plus Kne.,.. Filter

. SchaJIe48tungsberecnnung ~ lineare
Mlttetung. Mlttetungszeit von '132...1281
wAhlbar

. H x B x T: 310 x ~ x SOG (mm)

Typ .715 Blldschim.'.~~.. Spek~-
stettung auf 28cm-Blldschlrm. 8OdB-Anzei-
g8berelch, BetrIeb bis zu Sm vom 21~ ent-
fernt.
. H x B x T: 237 x 310 x 258 (nwnl

ZH 0250 Anzetgeeinhett. Handtldle Einheit
mit 40 dB- Thermometer -Anzeige eines
Spektrumkanals sowie zur Fernsteuerung
des Starts und zur Fortsetzung der Mlttelung
bei IntensltAtsmesIUngen. 10m VerlAnge-
rungskabel AQ 0371 lieferbar.

Zu~ (SondergerAte):
WH 0480. Darstellung zweier zusttzllcher Ka-
nale bei Terzanalyse. A-, 8-. C-, D- oder
unbewertete Breitbandpegei mit Zeitbewer.
tungen F, S oder I (auf Platine einatellbar).
Wl1824. Lin. Mitteklng mit WH 0490. einka-
nallge Darstellung des Mltteiungspegeis Lm.
WA0310. Stativ mit Getenkarm fOr Sonde
3519 oder MeOgitter.
WB 0581. MlttekK1gaeinheit. für Aufbau eines
Spektrums aus vorgewlhner Anzaht von
Teilmittelungen durch Steuerung eines Trtg-
gersignals.



User-definable Functions in the Real-time Frequency Analyzers
Types 2123 and 2133
by Roger Upton

1. Introduction
Frequency domain measurements sel-
dom end at the acquisition of spectral
data. Very often, it will be necessary
to process that data further to obtain
a finished result. User-definable func-
tions in the Real-time Frequency Ana-
lyzers Types 2123 and 2133 provide a
simple and effective means of carrying
out such processing, often in real-
time, without the need for an external
computer. This application note gives
a brief introduction to user-definable
functions and their use in the 2123/33.

2. User-definable Functions
in the 2123/33
User-definable functions, (hereafter
called UDFs),  in the 2123/33 can best
be described as a high-level block-
math programming language which al-
lows processing on or between single
measurements and/or complete arrays
of measurement data. Little or no pre-
vious programming experience is nec-
essary to use them. At a lower level,
the user can select from a list of 60
pre-defined functions pre-program-
med into the 2123/33 and covering a
wide variety of applications, (see Sec-
tion 3). At a higher level, the user can
modify the pre-defined functions ac-
cording to individual requirements, or
program in his or her own UDFs  of
varying complexity. UDFs can be
stored in the 2123/33  non-volatile
memory or on disc.

UDFs consist of operands, operators
and constants. Fig. 1 shows a typical
UDF, taken from the 2133 list of pre-
defined functions. The purpose of the
function is to calculate sound power
from a series of sound intensity mea-
surements. It consists of one operand,
&Intensity), four operators, (AVG, +,

 and LOG), and two constants, (10
and S). Operands, operators and con-

Function Setup no: 

= S

Data in:  pe,
 L bands: From result 

ref:

Fig. 1. A typical UDF in the 2133

stants are described in more detail in
the following sections.

2.1. Operands in UDFs
Operands in UDFs can be data in the
2123/33 itself, or data stored on the
disc. Such data operands, which can
be single measurements or complete
arrays of measurements, are called
into a UDF by naming the data
source, that is the input memory, buffer
memory, or the relevant disc-file.
Where the operand consists of two
measurement parameters, as is possi-
ble in the 2133, it is possible to select
just one of those parameters for the
subsequent operation.

Referring again to Fig. 1, the UDF
contains just one data operand which
is $:Intensity. The $ is a shorthand
which is used when the data source for
the operand has already been named
in the display set-up where the UDF is
operating. This avoids the need of
having to name the data source twice.
When using the UDF of Fig. 1, the
data operand will most probably be an
array of measurements, where each
measurement consists both of mean
spectrum and intensity data. $:Inten-
sity selects only the intensity data for
the operation in question.

Where data operands come from
disc-files, the disc-files can be named
symbolically in the UDF, and then the
actual file names assigned to the sym-
bols in a list of file names (see Fig. 2).
This allows greater flexibility when
processing large amounts of data. Up
to ten files can be so named at any one

time, using the symbols $1 to $10.
In addition to the data operands, a

number of special operands can be
called into a UDI? These are A-, B-,
C- or D-weighting, (A_W, B_W, C_W
and D_W), angular frequency,  or

2.2. Operators in UDFs
Referring once again to Fig. 1, the
UDF shown there contains four opera-
tors, namely, AVG, *, and LOG.
Looking first at + and *, these define
the arithmetic operations of addition
and multiplication. AVG and LOG, on
the other hand, are special operators
which command the averaging of data
and the taking of logarithms to the
base 10, respectively. In the UDF of
Fig. 1, AVG is used to find the average
intensity spectrum across the array of
measured intensity data, while LOG is
used to take the  of what we will
later see is the area of the measure-
ment surface.

Function Setup 1

N O function specified

Fig. 2. Example of a table of file names
for UDFs
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The UDF of Fig. 1 illustrates an im-
portant principle of the use of opera-
tors in UDFs, this being their trans-
parency. For instance, when using the
AVG operator, it is only necessary to
name the array of data to be averaged,
and it is not necessary to define the
size or any other characteristics of the
array, (although limits can be applied
within the array, where required). This
is true of all operators used in UDFs,
and allows what might be a very com-
plicated operation to be defined in a
very simple  way.

A complete list of operators avail-
able for use in UDFs, together with a
brief description of them is given in
the Appendix.

2.3. Constants in UDFs
The UDF of Fig. 1 contains two con-
stants, namely 10 and S. The first of
these, 10, is an example of a constant
which is fundamental to the process-
ing equation represented by the UDF.
Therefore, it will not change from
measurement to measurement, and is
written directly into the UDF. S, on
the other hand, is the area of the mea-
surement surface used, and can easily
change from measurement to mea-
surement. Hence, this is an example of
where it is better to name a constant
symbolically, and then assign a value
to the constant through the table of
constants. This allows greater flexibil-
ity when changing the value of the
constant. Up to 20 constants can be so
defined at any one time, (see Fig. 3).

In addition to the table of constants
shown in Fig. 3, the 2123/33 contains a
further, special table of constants.
This allows the parameters used in
calculation of reverberation time to be
defined individually from frequency
band to frequency band, instead of
globally where they are the same for
all frequency bands.

12 S-r
13 _Y
14

17 co 
18 rho0
13
20

52: 000
10.000
1.0130
20.000
7.0000
6.0000
200.00
220.00
5.0000
20.000

 000
 000

331.36
 2329

2.7183
3.1416
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Fig. 4. A sound power spectrum calculated from intensity using UDF 39

2.4. Other factors in UDFs
Referring again to Fig. 1, three further
fields complete the definition of the
UDF. These define that the data in the
operand(s) are to be in dB,  (they could
also be defined as absolute power),
how the results are to be represented,
and how the A and linear bands are to
be calculated, (from the operand data,
from the result data, or not at all).
Note that some operators, including
AVG, always operate on absolute
power, irrespective of how the data are
defined.

2.5. Using A UDF
Fig. 4 shows an example of a sound
power spectrum calculated from a se-
ries of intensity measurements using
the UDF of Fig. 1. The UDF is com-
manded by calling it into the display
set-up, whereby the name of the UDF
is shown as part of the set-up, and the
corresponding operation is carried out.
Should the UDF require that any disc-
file data be recalled, this will be re-
quested through the 2123/33 display.

3. Pre-defined UDFs in the
2123/33
Fig. 5 shows a menu of the pre-defined
UDFs in the 2133. These UDFs are
pre-programmed, and their use re-
quires only the measurement of the

necessary data and entry of the values
of any corresponding constants. The
following gives a very brief description
of the uses of these UDFs,  (note that
use of many of these UDFs is de-
scribed in much greater detail in other
Brüel & Kjær 2123/33  application
notes). The function numbers referred
to are with reference to the function
numbers in Fig. 5.

(Note that Fig. 5 shows the pre-de-
fined UDFs for the 2133. Some of
these are not available on the 2123,
since they require dual-channel mea-
surements. Those not available on the
2123 are marked with a *.)
UDF No.s l-6 allow arithmetic op-
erations between single measurements
or complete arrays of measurements,
on a dB or absolute power basis.
UDF No. 7 extracts a single measure-
ment from an array of measurement
data.
UDF No. 8 averages an array of mea-
surement, data on a power basis.
UDF No.s 9-11 allow measurement
of weighted sound reduction index ac-
cording to IS0 717/l and IS0 717/3,
(with easy modification to IS0 717/2).
UDF No. 12 for differentiation of
real-valued measurements.
UDF No. 13 for integration of real-
valued measurements.
UDF No. 14*  for differentiation of
complex-valued measurements.

Fig. 3. Example of a table of constants
for UDFs

UDF N O. 15*  for integration
plex-valued measurements.

of com-



UDF No.s 16-17* calculate the fre-
quency response functions  and 
respectively.
UDF No. 18 calculates the frequency
response function 
UDF No. 19 is not used.
UDF No.s 20-23 apply A-, B-, C- or
D-weighting to single measurements
or complete arrays of measurements,
as a postprocessing function.
UDF No. 24 compares incoming mea-
surement data with pre-defined toler-
ances, (generated, for example, using
UDF 38) with the tolerances aligned
according to the 1 kHz band in the
measured data.
UDF No.s 25-28 calculate sample
standard deviation and variance and
population standard deviation and
variance, respectively, across an array
of measurement data.
UDF No. 29 compares incoming mea-
surement data with pre-defined toler-
ances, (generated, for example, using
UDF 38) with the tolerances “centred”
on the incoming data.
UDF No. 30 calculates directivity in-
dex according to IS0 3745, (ANSI
equivalent, ANSI S1.35), IS0 4872,
and with slight modification, IS0
3744, (ANSI equivalent, ANSI S1.34).
UDF No.s 31-35 calculate sound
power based on sound pressure mea-
surements according to IS0 3741
through IS0 3745, (ANSI equivalent
ANSI S1.31 through ANSI S1.35),  and
by default, according to IS0 3746
through IS0 3748.
UDF No. 36 shows if measured sound
pressure data is sufficiently above the
background noise for sound power de-
terminations using UDFs 31-35.
UDF No. 37 allows single measure-
ment or complete arrays of measure-
ments to be corrected for background
noise.
UDF No. 38 allows the generation of
tolerances from incoming measure-
ment data.
UDF No.s 39-40*  allow calculation
of sound power from sound intensity
data.
UDF No. 41* allows calculation of
pressure-intensity index or residual
pressure-intensity index for sound in-
tensity data.
UDF No.s 41-44*  allow calculation
of the indicators defined by ISO/DIS
9614-1 for sound power determination
based on sound intensity measure-
ments.
UDF No. 45* allows correction of in-
tensity data for the residual pressure-
intensity index of the measuring
equipment.
UDF No. 46* allows calculation of
sound power from sound intensity

 numbers:

11
1  sub.

 add
3

.
8 AVG
Y  f 

11
12
13
14 a
15
16 HI
17

H3
19
20 A--weight
21 B-weight
22
23

C-weight
D-weight

24
25 SD. samp 
26 Var. Samp 
27 SD.  I.
28
29 F It 
30 Dir. index
31 Lw. dir. 1
32 Lw. corn. 1
33 Lw. rev. 3
34 Lw. free. 4
35 Lw.  5
36 No

39

40
41 P-I- index
42 G I-P-I
43
44  form
45
46

49
50 Reverb
51
52 Back-Int
53
54
55

Alpha-S

56
57
58
59 Norm. 
60

Fig. 5. Menu of the pre-defined UDFs in the 2133

data with correction for the residual
pressure-intensity index of the mea-
suring equipment.
UDF No. 47* shows the effective dy-
namic range available for intensity
measurements based on the maximum
acceptable measurement error.
UDF N O. 48*  allows combination of
intensity measurements made with
different microphone spacings to be
combined into a single measurement.
UDF No. 49 is not used.
UDF No. 50 calculates reverberation
time where the room excitation is in-
terrupted random noise.
UDF No. 51 calculates reverberation
time where the room excitation is an
impulse.
UDF No. 52 allows backwards inte-
gration of reverberation data.
UDF No. 53 calculates loss factor
from reverberation data.
UDF No. 54 calculates sound absorp-
tion coefficient according to IS0 354.
UDF N O . 55-59 allow building
acoustics measurements according to
IS0 140.
UDF No. 60 is not used.

4. Modifying Pre-defined
UDFs in the 2123/33
Any of the pre-defined UDFs in the
2123/33 can be modified according to
the user’s individual requirements.
Figs. 6 and 7 give a simple example of
this. Fig. 6 shows a pink noise spec-
trum where UDF No.20 has been ap-
plied to give a post- A-weighting,
(note that the 2123/33 can also pre-A-
weight data). A frequently asked ques-
tion is whether it is then also possible
to “un-A-weight”data, for example, to
remove the effects of a previously ap-
plied A-weighted. This can be very
simply achieved by modifying UDF 20
to subtract rather than add the A-
weighting coefficients. The effect of
the resulting UDF on a pink noise
spectrum is shown in Fig. 7.

Note that when a pre-defined UDF
is modified, it immediately goes into a
“working”UDF set-up, leaving the
original UDF unchanged. The modi-
fied UDF can then be saved in one of
the UDF set-ups 1-8, if required, or
stored on the 2123/33 disc.

5. Writing New UDFs into
the 2123/33
Where the pre-defined functions do
not allow the desired processing, it is
often possible for the user to provide
this by writing in a new UDF. Such a
UDF, which is written in using the
2123/33 keyboard in “Alpha”mode,
can consist of up to 144 characters,
(including spaces), and can be stored
for future use in the 2123/33 non-vola-
tile memory or on disc.

6. Real-time processing and
UDFs
Depending on how they are written, it
is often possible to process UDFs in
real-time. Where the final processing
is carried out on incoming real-time
data, and all other data required for
the processing can be held in the
2123/33  internal memory, then the
processed data is recalculated each
time the 2123/33  screen is updated, so
producing a real-time display. It
should be pointed out, though, that in
such cases, the screen update rate will
depend on the complexity of the func-
tion being processed. Where, however,
the screen update rate is critical, com-
plex functions can be broken down
into two or more parts, the first parts
calculating intermediate results which
are stored in the 2123/33  internal
memory, and the last part combining
these intermediate results with the in-
coming real-time data.
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7. Conclusions

It has been shown that user-definable
functions form an easy-to-use but
powerful means of processing ana-
lyzed data on the 2123133. The wide
range of pre-defined functions covers
many types of everyday signal pro-
cessing, while where more special pro-
cessing is required, the pre-defined
functions can be modified as required,
or completely new functions can be
written in.
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Appendix. Operators in UDFs

The following gives a list of operators
available in the 2123/33 for use in
UDFs. The term “multispectrum”is
used to describe a complete array of
measurement data.
+, -, *, / add, subtract, multiply, di-
vide

raises to a power N or 1/N

EXP takes an exponential
LOG, ALOG takes the logarithm/an-
tilogarithm to the base 10
ABS takes the absolute value
CONJUG takes the complex conju-
gate
COMBINE combines two one-param-
eter functions into one two-parameter
function

31.5 63 125 2k 4

Fig. 6. Post-A-weighting of a pink noise spectrum using pre-defined UDF no. 20

Function Setup nor 

INSERT inserts a spectrum into a
multispectrum
SINGLE extracts a spectrum from a
multispectrum
SLICE extracts a slice from a multi-
spectrum
SHIFT shifts the frequency range of a
spectrum or multispectrum
AVG averages the absolute power in
each frequency band of a multispectrum
TOT sums the absolute power in each
frequency band of a multispectrum
DELTATOT sums the absolute pow-
er in a spectrum or slice
DELTAMAX extracts the maximum
value in a spectrum or slice
DELTASUM sums the dB levels in a
spectrum or slice
S_PWR calculates the sound power
flowing through an area from a sound
intensity measurement
BACR_INT  backwards integrates
each slice in a one-dimensional multi-
spectrum

Data  in: 
A L bands:
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REVERB calculates reverberation
time for each slice in a multispectrum

Fig. 7. Post-“un-A-weight”of a pink noise spectrum using pre-defined UDF no. 20 modified
to subtract rather than add the A-weighting coefficients
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BBrüel & Kjær    application notes

Active and Reactive Intensity Measurements using the Dual
Channel Real-Time Frequency Analyzer 2133

by K. B. Ginn
Brüel & Kjær

Introduction
Sound intensity is now a well estab- and k is the wave number. Another

lished measurement technique for useful property of the sound field
which the public’s interest has been closely associated with the active in-
demonstrated by an increasing num- tensity is the reactive intensity denot-
ber of conferences on the topic. The ed by the symbol J. The reactive in-
advantages of the technique have been tensity is related to the amplitude gra-
well described in the literature (Ref.[l, dient in the sound field and can be
2 & expressed mathematically as:

A number of systems are commer-
cially available for the measurement
of the active intensity i.e. the net
amount of energy propagating in a
sound field. These systems are typi-
cally based on a phase-matched two
channel instrumentation where the
phase gradient between two closely
spaced transducers is measured.
Mathematically the active intensity
vector component denoted by the
symbol  is related to the phase gradi-
ent by:

where  is the reactive intensity vec-
tor component in direction r. The sim-
plest, but not the most practical way,
to measure the reactive intensity
would be to use a sound level meter to
determine the pressure gradient from
two pressure measurements separated
by a known distance. The Dual Chan-
nel Real-Time Frequency Analyzer
2133 equipped with an intensity probe
can measure both active and reactive
intensity directly. An obvious question
to ask is how will this extra informa-
tion help an engineer to deal with a
noise control problem. It should be
borne in mind that all the acoustical
quantities that could be measured are
complementary. Measurements of the
scalar quantity, sound pressure, can be
used to establish the severity of a
noise problem. Measurements of the

where  is the phase gradient of the
sound field in direction r, is the
mean square pressure,  is the imped-
ance of the medium which is the prod-
uct of the density of the medium  and
the speed of sound in the medium c

vector quantities, active intensity and
reactive intensity can yield informa-
tion about the magnitude and direc-
tion of propagating and non-propagat-
ing acoustical power respectively
(Ref.  Active intensity can be used
to identify and to determine the sound
power of a noise source while other
sources are present. Reactive intensity
can yield information about the struc-
ture of the non-propagating part of the
sound field which exists close to a
source. It can also reveal the presence
of a standing-wave. Reactive intensity
is related to the gradient of potential
energy in a sound field by:

 = 

where  is the potential energy be-
tween two points in the field and  is
the angular frequency  = kc. At pres-
sure maxima and minima the gradient
of potential energy is zero thus  also
becomes zero in these regions.

Figs. 1 & 2 show what the active and
reactive intensity plots look like in
front of two loudspeakers operating in
anti phase. The distance between the
loudspeakers is less than the frequen-
cy of interest. The location of the
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Fig. 1. Active intensity vector plot over two loudspeakers in anti-
phase. The location of the loudspeakers is not obvious

loudspeakers is not evident from
Fig. 1, although another mapping of
active intensity made closer to the
source would reveal more detail. The
reactive intensity plot however clearly
shows the regions of high pressure in
front of the loudspeakers.

Why is this so? It must be remem-
bered that two loudspeakers in anti-
phase constitute one coherent source,
just as two loudspeakers in phase are
one coherent source. The sound fields
of these sources however, have a struc-

ture. If the two loudspeakers in anti-
phase in the example were perfectly
balanced, the vector plots of the active
and the reactive intensity would each
have two axes of symmetry; one axis
passing through the centres of the
loudspeakers, the other axis at right
angles to the first and positioned mid-
way between the loudspeakers.
Whether the active intensity plot
would indicate two loudspeakers
would depend on the quality of the
measurement in the plane of measure-
ment; the closer the measurement is

made to the source, the more likely it
is that the loudspeakers would be re-
vealed.

In our example, the lower loud-
speaker is slightly more powerful than
the upper one. This results the lack of
symmetry see in Fig. 1. When one
loudspeaker is far more powerful than
the other then there would be an ener-
gy flow from the stronger to the weak-
er loudspeaker. In other words, the
weaker loudspeaker becomes an
acoustic sink; it absorbs some of the

Fig. 2. Reactive intensity vector plot over the same loudspeakers as
in Fig. 1. The location of the loudspeakers can clearly be seen

Fig. 3. Active intensity vector plot. 4OOHz third octave  band Fig. 4. Reactive intensity vector plot. 4OOHz  third octave band
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energy radiated by the stronger loud-
speaker. This phenomenon is some-
times referred to as an acoustical short
circuit. A map of reactive intensity in
this case would indicate the position
and the relative strengths of the two
loudspeakers. This is illustrated in
Fig. 2, which confirms the interpreta-
tion of Fig. 1, i.e. the lower loudspeak-
er is the stronger of the two.

Further examples of the use of ac-
tive and reactive intensity to visualise
sound fields are described below
where, some results are shown from
measurements of active and reactive
intensity performed on a diesel engine
and also on a motorbike.

Instrumentation
The intensity analysing system con-

sisted of a Dual Channel Real-Time
FrequencyAnalyzer  Type 2133 fitted
with a Sound Intensity Probe Type
3545 and Remote Control Unit
ZH 0354. The system was calibrated
using an Intensity Calibrator Type
3541 as described in another Applica-
tion Note  Using a measure-
ment set-up on the analyzer, the active
and reactive intensity can be mea-
sured simultaneously using formulae
based on the finite difference approxi-
mation for the particle velocity.

I, =

where and  are the pressures
means at points A and  separated a
distance of Ar.

Measurements on engine
A grid of 13 by 19 measurement

points was defined in a plane situated

Threshold: 60.00 dB.
Contour Interval: 

Fig. 5. Active intensity contour plot.
1600 Hz twelfth octave band

at the front end of an 8 cylinder, 
litre “V” diesel engine. Active and re-
active intensity were measured simul-
taneously in third octave bands at
each point in the frequency range
100 Hz to 5 kHz using a linear averag-
ing time of 8 s. The total measurement
time including moving the probe from
point to point was about 1 hour. The
measured data were stored on the ana-
lyzer’s built-in floppy disc before be-
ing processed using a mapping soft-
ware package.

Vector plots of both active and reac-
tive intensity for the 400Hz third oc-
tave band are shown in Figs.3 and 4.
The plane of measurement is situated
some 20 cm from the surface of the
engine. The strong radiation of noise
seen in Fig. 3 originated from a fault in
the left hand cylinder block. The right
hand cylinder block is apparently
swamped by this radiation. In Fig.4,
however, the reactive intensity plot
shows several regions of high pressure;
over the left and right cylinder block
and in front of the torsional damper.
Thus although the left hand cylinder
is the major source of noise in this
frequency band, it is not the only
source.

Measurements on a motorcycle
The contour plots in Figs. 5 & 6

show the distribution of active and re-
active intensity close to a motorcycle
engine. Active and reactive intensity
both indicate that the principal
sources of noise in the 1600 Hz twelfth
octave band are the crank shaft cover
and the exhaust. Note how the reac-
tive intensity maximum corresponds
very well with the location of the
crank shaft cover. The pressure distri-
bution of Fig. 7 shows that a pressure
map also locates the crankshaft cover
however the definition is not as great
as that obtained using reactive inten-
sity.

Conclusions
This Note shows how a noise control

engineer can obtain better visualisa-
tion of the complicated sound fields
found in practice by mapping both the
active and reactive intensity. Basical-
ly, an active intensity map yields in-
formation about the sound energy
flow and thus can be used to deter-
mine sound power and to locate sound
sources whereas a reactive intensity
map can reveal the structure of the
sound field i.e. regions of pressure
maxima and minima. The measured
data can be presented as a vector plot,
contour plot, number plot of 3-D plot
by the disc based, software program
BZ 7021 which runs within the Ana-
lyzer 2133, without the need for an
external computer.
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Fig. 1. The complete Intensity Analysing System consisting of the Dual Channel Real-time
Frequency Analyzer Type 2133, Intensity Probe Type 3545, Remote Control Unit
ZH 0354 and the Sound Intensity Calibrator Type 3541
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Fig. 2. Cross section of Intensity Coupler
UA 0914

Calibration Procedure
A full calibration of an intensity

system involves:

1. Setting of density of the medium, 
2. Setting of spacing between the

transducers, Ar
3. Pressure level sensitivity
4. Phase matching between channels
5. Intensity level sensitivity

The measurements 3 to 5 mentioned
above can all be performed using the
Sound Intensity Calibrator Type 3541.
The Type 3541 also enables a particle
velocity level calibration to be per-
formed although this is not necessary
for usual intensity measurements.

Density of the Medium
For air, the density can be calculated

from the ambient pressure, which can
be read from the barometer supplied
with Type 3541, and the ambient tem-
perature. These values should be
keyed into the General Setup of the
analyzer which then calculates the
density (Fig. 3). If the density of the
medium is known then that value can
be keyed directly into the analyzer.

Transducer Spacing
The nominal length of the spacer

between the two microphones is keyed
into the analyzer via the Measurement
Setup displayed on the analyzer.

Pressure Level Sensitivity
The autocalibration facility on the

analyzer leads users through the pres-
sure amplitude calibration procedure
with a series of prompting messages.
Fig.4 shows the pistonphone attached
to the intensity coupler and both mi-
crophones inserted into the upper
chamber. With this arrangement the
analyzer can perform the pressure am-
plitude calibration for both channels
simultaneously. The sound pressure
level produced by the pistonphone
within the coupler is approximately
118dB instead of the usual 124 dB
produced when the pistonphone is

2


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Fig. 3. General Setup. Specification of the ambient temperature and pressure

used directly on one microphone. This
is a result of the volume in front of the
pistons being doubled and thus reduc-
ing the sound pressure level by 6 dB.
The exact value is given on the cali-
bration chart supplied with each Type
3541. The correction to the calibration
level which is required to account for
the influence of the ambient pressure
is indicated on the barometer. This
correction must be added to the speci-

Fig. 4. Arrangement for pressure amplitude
calibration

fied calibration level and the resultant
level entered into the analyzer before
performing the autocalibration.

The sensitivity adjustments per-
formed by the analyzer to align the
measured sound pressure level to the
sound pressure level produced in the
coupler are stored as part of the Mea-
surement Setup and used in all further
measurements.

The straightforward amplitude cali-
bration described here is usually suffi-
cient for accurate sound intensity
measurements in most practical appli-
cations. However, in difficult situa-
tions where the sound field is highly
reactive, an improved dynamic capa-

Fig. 5. Arrangement for residual pressure-
intensity index measurement
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Fig. 6. Pressure levels and intensity levels as measured using the Type 3541 with both micro-
phones of the probe in the upper chamber of the coupler
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Fig. 7. Arrangement for checking the inten-
sity and particle velocity calculation
in the analyzer
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I corrected = I measured 2P coupler
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Fig. 8. Intensity Probe Frequency Responses close to a Point Source when equipped with Tra-
ditional Microphones of 2 Hz cut-off frequency and with New Microphones
a), b) and c) Traditional Microphones; source distances are 63 mm, 125 mm and
250 mm respectively
d), e)  and f) New Microphones; same distances respectively.
The curves which are calculated are valid for the indicated distances between source
and centre of spacer
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application notes

Determination of Sound Power based on
Sound Pressure Measurements using the

Real-time Frequency Analyzers Types 2123 and 2133
by Roger Upton

Brüel & Kjær

1. Introduction
The Brüel & Kjær Real-time Fre-

quency Analyzers Types 2123 and
2133 are ideally suited to the determi-
nation of sound power based on pres-
sure measurements in that not only
are they capable of carrying out all of
the measurements and processing of
data required to make the determina-
tions, but they are also able to control
the peripheral equipment such as

multiplexers and rotating microphone
booms frequently used during the
measuements. Therefore the 2123 and
2133 can form the core of a complete
stand-alone measurement system for
sound power determination.

This application note describes use
of the Brüel & Kjær Real-time Fre-
quency Analyzers 2123 and 2133 in

precision and engineering grade deter-
minations of sound power in diffuse
and free-field conditions according to
IS0 3741 to IS0 3745, (ANSI equiva-
lents ANSI S1.31 to ANSI S1.35). It
does not describe the survey methods
of IS0 3746 to IS0 3748. However,
since these are largely simplifications
of IS0 3744 and IS0 3745, the meth-
ods given here still apply.

2. Sound Power Determination using Pressure Measurements
The principle of sound power deter-

mination based on pressure measure-
ments is that the sound source under
investigation is placed in a known
acoustic environment and then mea-
surements of the spatially averaged
sound pressure level are made with
the source operating. The background

noise is also measured, and where nec-
essary the source noise is corrected for
the background noise. The sound pow-
er of the source, that is its total acous-
tic energy output per second, is then
calculated from the sound pressure
measurements and a knowledge of the
acoustic environment. Two types of

acoustic environment are used for
such determinations, namely a diffuse
sound field as produced by a reverber-
ation room, and a free sound field or
free sound field over a reflecting plane
as produced by an anechoic or semi-
anechoic chamber respectively.

3. Sound Power Determination using the 2123 and 2133

Irrespective of the method followed,
pressure-based determinations of
sound power using the 2123 or 2133
proceed in a similar fashion. This pro-
cedure is summarised below:

1. The 2123/33 is set up according to
the type of spatial averaging to be
employed. In a diffuse field, this is
normally carried out using a rotat-
ing microphone boom, such as a
Brüel & K j æ r  3923, (although a mi-
crophone array can also be used).
In a free field, an array of micro-
phone positions is used. This may
be a single microphone which is
physically moved from microphone
position to microphone position, or
a multiplexed microphone array
where one or more multiplexers,
such as the Brüel & Kjær 2811, are
used to scan around the micro-
phone positions.

BO 0283-l 1

A typical 2123133 measurement
set-up for a sound power determi-
nation using a rotating microphone
boom is shown in Fig. 1. Here, the
sound pressure level measured
along the path of the boom is aver-
aged into the 2123/33 input memo-
ry. A typical 2123/33 measurement
set-up for a determination using a
microphone array is shown in
Fig. 2. Here, the results from each

measurement position are stored
in a buffer multispectrum, the
number of positions in the multi-
spectrum corresponding to the
number of positions in the micro-
phone array.

Where a Brüel & Kjær Rotating
Microphone Boom Type 3923 or
one or more Multiplexers Types
2811 are used with the 2123133,

Fig. 1. Typical Measurement Set-up for Sound Power Determination using a Rotating Mi-
crophone Boom



Fig. 2. Typical Measurement Set-up for Sound Power Determination using a Microphone
Array

they can be automatically con-
trolled from the 2123/33.  See Sec-
tion 4 for details.

2. In addition to the source and back-
ground noise measurements for the
noise source under investigation,
the 2123/33 will need the values of
at least one or more further param-
eters in order to complete the de-
terminations. Where the parame-
ters are constant as a function of
frequency, for example, room vol-
ume or area of a measurement sur-
face, their values are entered into
the 2123/33 table of constants.
Where they are variable as a func-
tion of frequency, for example, re-
verberation time or room correc-
tion factor, their values as a func-
tion of frequency are stored in a
file on disc. Where parameters
such as reverberation time or room
correction factor are unknown,
they can be measured using the
2123133, and then stored on disc.

3. The background noise is measured
and stored on disc. Note that the
background noise should be mea-
sured in precisely the same manner
as the source noise, except that the
noise source under investigation is
switched off. The background
noise measurement is stored on
disc in a file named NOISE.

4. The source noise is measured.
Where a rotating microphone
boom is used, only one measure-
ment is necessary, and this is
stored in the 2123/33 input memo-
ry. Where a microphone array is
used, the measurement for each
position in the array is stored in a
multispectrum in the buffer mem-
ory.

5. The 2123 or 2133 is set to display
the contents of the input memory,
(rotating microphone boom), or the
buffer memory, (microphone ar-
ray), and the relevant pre-defined
processing function is called into
the display set-up. Where the
2123/33 requires further informa-
tion to be recalled from disc, it will
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request this information. Other-
wise, the sound power of the noise
source under investigation, calcu-
lated from the measured data, is
displayed.

3.1. Precision Methods of Sound
Power Determination in a
Reverberation Room

Precision methods of sound power
determination in a reverberation room
are governed by the standards
IS0 3741 and IS0 3742. The measure-
ment methods of the two standards
are identical, the difference between
them being that IS0 3741 is for broad-
band noise sources, while IS0 3742 is
for narrowband noise sources and
places more stringent requirements on
the characteristics of the room.
IS0 3741 and IS0 3742 describe two
methods, the direct method and the
comparison method.

3.1.1. Direct Method,
(Function No. 31)

In the direct method, the sound
power of the noise source under inves-
tigation is calculated from the spatial-
ly averaged source and background
noise measurements and the physical
parameters of the room. The relevant
2123/33 pre-defined processing func-
tion is no. 31, Lw. dir. 1. This re-
quires that the values of the following
additional parameters be entered into
the 2123/33 via the table of constants:

= volume of the test room in 
S-r = surface area of the test room

in
B = barometric pressure in bars

= value of 
CO = speed of sound in air in m/s

The 2123/33 requires further the re-
verberation time of the room as a
function of frequency. Where this is
known, it can be entered into the
2123133 via the keyboard. Where it is
not known, it can be measured by the
2123/33. Either way, the reverberation
time should be stored on disc in a file
named T. For an octave determination
of sound power, the reverberation time
is required in octaves, while for a 1/3
octave determination it is required in
1/3 octaves.

Fig. 3. Brüel & Kjær Reference Sound
Source Type 4204

3.1.2. Comparison Method
(Function No. 32)

In the comparison method, the in-
fluence of the environment on the de-
termination is measured using a refer-
ence sound source such as the Brüel &
Kjær 4204, (Fig. 3). The relevant
2123133 pre-defined processing func-
tion to use is no. 32, Lw.com.1.  In
addition to the spatially averaged
source and background noise measure-
ments, this function requires that the
following files have been recorded on
disc:

LWREF - the sound power of the
reference sound source as read
from its calibration chart. This is
entered, in octaves for an octave
determination of sound power
and 1/3 octaves for a 1/3 octave de-
termination, via the 2123/33 key-
board and transferred to a file
named LWREF on the disc.

LPREF - the spatially averaged
sound pressure in the reverbera-
tion room with the reference
sound source operating, measured
in the same way as the source
noise and in octaves for an octave
determination of sound power
and l/3 octaves for a 1/3 octave de-
termination. This is measured us-
ing the 2123/33 and transferred to
a file named LPREF on the disc.

3.2. Engineering Methods of
Sound Power Determina-
tion in a Reverberation
Room

The engineering methods of sound
power determination in a reverbera-
tion room are governed by IS0 3743.
In this standard, the requirements for
the reverbeation room are relaxed with
respect to IS0 3741 and IS0 3742.



Further, the reverberation time of the
room is now characterised  as a single
number, (the so-called nominal rever-
beration time of the room, see
IS0 3743 for details), rather than be-
ing something which is variable with
frequency. Note, however, that
IS0 3743 gives reduced accuracy with
respect to IS0 3741 and 3742.

Z

Reference

Measurement

Microphone

Like IS0 3741 and IS0 3742,
IS0 3743 describes a direct method
and a comparison method for determi-
nation of sound power.

 Additional
microphone

3.2.1. Direct Method
(Function No. 33)

The direct method of IS0 3743 is
simplified with respect to the direct
method of IS0 3741/42. The relevant
2123/33 pre-defined processing func-
tion is no.33, Lw.rev.3. In addition
to the spatially averaged source and
background noise measurements, this
requires that following additional pa-
rameters be entered into the 2123/33
via the table of constants.

where:

The band pressure level averaged
over the measurement surface

 = The band pressure level resulting
10 log [ 

from the i-th measurement
N = The total number of measurements

Fig. 4. The papallelepiped or “shoebox”measuring surface allowed by IS0 3744

TN = the nominal reverberation time
of the test room in seconds (see
IS0 3743)

V_r= volume of the test room in 

3.2.2. Comparison Method
(Function No. 32)

spherical measurement surface, and
that where a spherical surface is used
the surface area correction term 2 
should be modified to In addi-
tion to the source and background
noise measurements, the values of the
following parameters should be en-
tered via the 2123/33 table of con-
stants:

power determination is always made
over a reflecting plane.

In addition to the source and back-
ground noise measurements, the de-
termination requires that the value of
the following parameters should be en-
tered via the 2123/33 table of con-
stants:

The comparison method described
in IS0 3743 is identical to the compar-
ison method of IS0 3741/42,  see Sec-
tion 3.1.2 for details.

pi = value of 
r = radius of the hemispherical

measurement surface in m.

S = area of the measurement surface
in

3.3. Precision Method of Sound
Power Determination in an
Anechoic or Semi-anehoic
Chamber, (Function No. 35)

The precision determination of
sound power in an anechoic  or semi-
anechoic chamber is governed by

IS0 3745. It requires measurements of
the source and background noise at a
number of microphone positions on a
spherical measurement surface around
the noise source under investigation,
(anechoic chamber), or on a hemi-
spherical measurement surface sur-
rounding the noise source which is
mounted on a reflecting plane (semi-
anechoic chamber). The relevant
2123/33 pre-defined processing func-
tion is no.35, Lw.free.5. Note that
this function is defined for a hemi-

3.4. Engineering Method of Sound
Power Determination in an Al-
most-free-field over a Reflect-
ing Plane, (Function No. 34)

The engineering method of sound
power determination in an almost-
free-field is governed by IS0 3744.
This is a relaxation of IS0 3745, (but
with reduced accuracy), in that it al-
lows some deviations from true free-
field conditions, and the use of mea-
surement surfaces other than the
sphere or hemisphere. One such mea-
surement surface is the parallelapiped,
or “shoebox”, shown in Fig. 4. Other-
wise, the method is identical to that of
IS0 3745. The relevant 2123/33 pre-
defined processing function is func-
tion no. 34, Lw.free.4. Note that
when IS0 3744 is followed, the sound

The determination further requires
entry of the environmental correction
factor, which gives the amount of devi-
ation from true free-field conditions.
This is most usually measured using a
reference sound source such as the
Brüel & Kjær Type 4204, (see Fig. 3),
and is defined as the difference in the
measured sound power of the refer-
ence sound source when measured un-
der the same conditions and in the
same environment as the noise source
under investigation, and the sound
power read from its calibration chart.
The correction factor should be in oc-
taves for an octave determination of
sound power, and in 1/3 octaves for a 1/3
octave determination, and if IS0 3744
is to be followed, must lie in the range
0 to 2 dB. The environmental correc-
tion factor should be stored on disc in
a file named ROOM_COR.

4. Automatic Control of a Rotating Microphone Boom or Multiplexer
Signals to control a Rotating Micro- rear of the 2123 or 2133. These signals

phone Boom Type 3923 or up to four are activated via a special parameter
Multiplexers Type 2811, are available in the 2123/33 general set-up. This is
via the Remote Control socket on the special parameter number no.8, “Re-

mote Control Output”, and when it is
set to “Step”, (the default setting),
each time a measurement is accepted
into the 2123/33 buffer memory, (using
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“Manual Accept”or “Auto Accept”), a through 120°. When the special pa-
pulse is transmitted from the socket. rameter is set to continuous, the Re-
This can be used, for instance, to step mote Control socket is continuously
the 2811 multiplexer from one channel active. This can be used, for instance,
to the next, or rotate the 3923 boom to continuously rotate the 3923. Con-

5. Automatic Measurements of Sound Power using

nection from the 2123/33 Remote
Control socket to a 2811 or 3923 is via
cable AQ 0034.

the 2123 and 2133
Determinations of sound power ac-

cording to IS0 3741 through IS0 3745
can easily be automated by using an
autosequence on the 2123 or 2133. The
writing of such an autosequence is
greatly simplified by making use of
pre-stored measurement and display
set-ups, “Auto-Restart”and “Auto Ac-
cept”where buffer multispectra are

required, and the delay functions to “Not Acceptable”, data corrupted
“Await input full”and “Await buffer by an overload will not be entered into
full”, since these will minimise the a buffer multispectrum. Where “Auto
number of keystrokes required. The Restart”and “Auto Accept”have been
attention of the user is further drawn used, the 2123/33 will instead remea-
to special parameter 28 in the 2123/33 sure the point until a measurement
general set-up in connection with without overload has been obtained,
automated measurements. When this and then enter this into the multispec-
parameter, “Overloaded Data”, is set trum and advance to the next point.

6. Complete Systems for Determination of Sound Power According to IS0
3741 through IS0 3745

Figs. 5 and 6 illustrate complete sys-
terns for determination of sound pow-

Microphone 4166
Microphone Preamplifier 2639

er according to IS0 3741 through
IS0 3743, and IS0 3744 and
IS0 3745, respectively. Note that the
Reference Sound Source Type 4204 is
not required when the direct method
of IS0 3741 through IS0 3743 is fol-
lowed or when the determination is
according to IS0 3745.

Fig. 6 assumes that the sound power
determination is to be made using a
ten microphone array on a hemi-

4204 Rotating Microphone Boom
3923

Analyzer

sphere. Note, however, that fewer or
more microphones can be necessary
depending on the measurement sur-
face used and the complexity of the
sound field produced by the noise
source. Further, determinations can
be carried out using a single micro-
phone with the analyzer, provided the
microphone is moved manually from
measurement position to measure-

Fig. 5. Complete system for sound power determination according to IS0 3741 through
IS0  3743, (the 4204 is not required when the direct method is followed)

10  Microphone 4165
10  Microphone Preamplifier 2639

Reference Sound
ment position. Source 4204

7. Conclusion
It has been demonstrated that the

Brüel & Kjær Real-time Frequency
Analyzers Types 2123 and 2133 are

 0127 or
 0067

very well suited to pressure-based de-
terminations of ‘sound power. Com- Frequency

Remote
plete, stand-alone systems can be put

Analyzer 2123133

together for sound power determina-  0034
tions according to IS0 3741 through
IS0 3745, (and by default, IS0 3746 Fig. 6. Complete system for sound power determination according to IS0 3744 and IS0 3745,
through IS0 3748), and these systems (the 4204 is not required for determinations according to IS0 3745)

I

can be totally automated, where re-
quired.
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Application Notes

Analysis of Transient and Non-Stationary Signals using the Real-
Time Frequency Analyzers Types 2123 and 2133

by Roger Upton

1. Introduction
The Real-time Frequency Analyzer
Type 2123/33 has two modes of opera-
tion highly suited to the analysis of
transient and non-stationary signals,
namely, input multispectrum and
time mode. In input multispectrum
mode, the analyzer is used to analyze
and store the frequency domain evolu-
tion of a signal as a function of time or
some other parameter. In time mode,
on the other hand, an entire time sig-
nal is stored in the analyzer and later
recalled for analysis in part or as a
whole. This application note describes
use of these two modes in the analysis
of transient and non-stationary sig-
nals.

2. Use of Input Multispec-
trum in the Analysis of
Non-stationary and
Transient Signals
Multispectrum is a term used to de-
scribed the ability of the 2123/33 to
collect a complete array of spectral
data. An input multispectrum is such
an array collected at constant time in-
tervals, allowing the 2123/33 to docu-
ment a process as a function of ampli-
tude against frequency against time.
Two developments of input multispec-
trum are gated multispectrum and
triggered multispectrum. Gated multi-
spectrum allows the data collection to
be synchronised with a repetitive
event, such as a machine cycle, while
triggered multispectrum allows data
collection to be asynchronous and con-
trolled by some third parameter. A

The Input Multispectrum
With exponential averaging:

Time

where 5 msec.  24 hours

With linear averaging:

I

i-

,

where 5 msec.  36 hours

No loss of time data

Fig. 1. Data collection in input multispectrum mode

further development is averaged mul-
tispectrum, where for repetitive
events, multispectra collected for each
event can be averaged together to av-
erage out, for example, random varia-
tions from event to event. All four
types of multispectrum are equally
applicable to the analysis of non-sta-
tionary and transient signals, and

their use is described in the following
section.

2.1. Use of Input Multispectrum
Fig. 1 illustrates operation of the
2123/33 in input multispectrum mode.
The precise operation of the analyzer
depends on whether exponential or
linear averaging is selected.

Brüel & Kjær



In exponential averaging, the input
signal is continuously analyzed ac-
cording to the exponential averaging
time selected and spectra are stored at
preset time intervals, the averaging
time and the time interval between
spectra being independent of each
other. Each stored spectrum in the
multispectrum therefore represents a
“snapshot” of the ongoing analysis
process at the time the spectrum was
stored.

In linear averaging, the time inter-
val between stored spectra is automat-
ically set to be equal to the selected
linear averaging time. The resulting
multispectrum therefore comprises a
series of contiguous linear averages.
Note that these linear averages are ex-
actly contiguous, in that there is no
data loss between them.

The minimum time interval be-
tween spectra entering a multispec-
trum depends on a number of factors,
such as frequency range, whether the
data is in 1/1 , 1/3, 1/12, or 1/24 octaves,
whether one or two parameters are be-
ing measured, (the 2133 can measure
two parameters simultaneously), and
so on. The nominal minimum is 5 ms,
this being for 1/3 octave audio frequen-
cy range single parameter measure-
ments, although shorter time intervals
are possible under special circum-
stances. The maximum time interval
is 24 hours in exponential averaging
and > 36 hours in linear averaging, al-
though in linear averaging, the time
taken to collect a multispectrum can-
not exceed the maximum allowed lin-
ear averaging time, (36 hr: 24 min:
32s).

Auto Spectrum

 :
: T:

: I De  280. 
500

Buffer . Empty
r-e-start

Ch.A :

Fig. 2. A typical measurement set-up for collection of an input multispectrum

The maximum number of spectra in
an input multispectrum also depends
on a number of factors. For 1/3 octave
audio frequency range single parame-
ter measurements, this will be well in
excess of 1000, although this capacity
is reduced by about 1/3 when the time
interval between spectra becomes
small, (< 240 ms, nominal). Other fac-
tors, like the desire to leave memory
space available in the 2123/33 for pro-
cessing data might also mean that this
capacity is reduced.

Fig. 2 shows a typical measurement
set-up for collection of an input multi-
spectrum. The “Input”fields of the
set-up define that the multispectrum
will consist of 500 spectra collected at
100 ms intervals, (since exponential
averaging is selected, the time interval
between spectra, or “Rate”, can be set
independently of the averaging time),
while “Man. re-start”means that once
the multispectrum has been collected,
collection of another will first have to
be enabled through the 2123/33 key-
board. The “Start on”fields, above the
“Input”fields, define the triggering
conditions required to start collection
of the multispectrum. Here, an exter-

Fig. 3. An example of use of input multispectrum to measure rever-
beration time

2

nal trigger has been selected to give
extremely precise triggering of the
2123/33.

Fig. 3 shows an example of use of
input multispectrum to measure re-
verberation time, together with the
corresponding measurement set-up.
The 2123/33  is set to collect 100 spec-
tra at 5 ms intervals, and since the
excitation is to be an impulse, an in-
ternal trigger operating on the A-
weighted RMS level is used to start
data collection, a -50 ms trigger delay
being set to enable capture of the lead-
ing edge of the impulse. The resulting
multispectrum contains the reverbera-
tion decays as a function of frequency
for the room under investigation.
Fig. 3 shows just one of those decays,
namely the 5 kHz 1/3 octave, displayed
as a “slice”display, which is a plot of
amplitude against position in the mul-
tispectrum for a single frequency.
Each bar on the display represents a
measured data point on the decay. The
decays at other frequencies can be
similarly displayed by selecting differ-
ent frequency slices. Such slice dis-
plays can be calibrated in terms of
amplitude against position in the mul-

Fig. 4. Example of backwards integration, (upper display), and cal-
culation of reverberation time as a function of frequency, (lower dis-
play), for the data captured in Fig. 3
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Fig. 5. Example of a multispectrum display for an aircraft flyover.
An auxiliary cursor read-out has been used to identify theposition of
the maximum A-weighted level, the corresponding spectrum being

Fig. 6. Comparison of the average RMS spectrum for the entire fly-
over of Fig. 5, (continuous line), with the average RMS spectrum for
the 5 seconds around the peak A-weighted level, (dotted line)

shown in the lower display

tispectrum or amplitude against time,
according to the wishes of the user.

In Fig. 3, a delta cursor has been
used to calculate the reverberation
time. Here, the calculation is made
across the data points defined by the
delta band. Fig. 4 shows two examples
where the data has been further pro-
cessed using the 2123/33, first with a
backwards integration to smooth the
data, and then to give the reverbera-
tion time as a function of frequency.
The reverberation times calculated
from the measured data are displayed
as a bargraph, (the extra line under
the graph at 100 Hz indicates that
there was insufficient data there to
make the calculation). A tabular dis-
play of the results is also possible.

Fig. 5 shows another example of use
of input multispectrum, this time used
in measurements on an aircraft fly-
over. In a dual display, the upper dis-
play shows the variation in the A-
weighted RMS level as a function of
position in the multispectrum. The
auxiliary cursor field has then been
used to identify the position giving the
highest A-weighted level. The lower
display has been set to show the spec-
trum at this position.

Fig. 6 gives another example of fur-
ther processing of multispectrum data
using the 2123/33, where the average
RMS spectrum for the entire flyover is
compared with the average RMS spec-
trum for the 5 seconds around the
peak A-weighted RMS level.

2.2. Gated Multispectrum
Gated multispectrum is a development

of input multispectrum. It allows the
evolution of a parameter to be exam-
ined as a function of position in a re-
petitive cycle. A once-per-cycle trigger
is needed by the 2123/33 to synchron-
ise data collection. The 2123/33 then
measures the cycle time and automati-
cally selects a linear averaging time or,
for exponential averaging, a time in-
terval between spectra to suit the se-
lected number of spectra in the multi-
spectrum and the cycle time, (mini-
mum linear averaging time or time
between spectra, 5 ms nominal, maxi-
mum, 1 s).

8 equal segments, and gives a mea-
surement for each of the 8 segments.

Gated multispectrum is selected on
the 2123/33 by setting the “Rate”  field
of the “Input” fields to “Gate” (see
Fig. 2). An external trigger is then re-
quired. Note that in this respect, the
external trigger input of the 2123/33
can supply the power required to drive
the Brüel & Kjær MM 0012 or
MM 0024 photoelectric probes. Note
also that a (positive) trigger delay can
be set to offset data collection around
the cycle.

Operation of a gated multispectrum 2.3. Triggered Multispectrum
with linear averaging is illustrated in Triggered multispectrum allows asyn-
Fig. 7. Here, a multispectrum with 8 chronous collection of data into an in-
spectra has been selected, meaning put multispectrum under external
that the 2123/33 divides the cycle into trigger control. Operation of triggered

Gated Measurements

Rotating
machine part

Each part of the machine cycle is measured
by using the input multispectrum
Minimum gate width  5 ms. maximum 1 s

Fig. 7. Illustration of gated multispectrum with linear averaging
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multispectrum is illustrated in Fig. 8.
With exponential averaging, a spec-
trum is stored in the multispectrum
with each external trigger, while with
linear averaging, a new average is
started and then stored with each trig-
ger. The minimum time between trig-
gers is 10 ms nominal.

Triggered multispectrum with expo-
nential averaging allows data to be col-
lected as a function of a third parame-
ter, for example, distance down a test
track in pass-by noise measurements
or RPM in run-up/run-down tests.
With linear averaging, it allows “fast”
multiplexing, whereby the same trig-
ger signal is used to switch a multi-
plexer and to start the linear average,
meaning that essentially the only limi-
tation in how fast the multiplexer can
be switched is the natural limitation of
the BT product. In such “fast”multi-
plexing, a delay can be introduced be-
tween the trigger signal and the start
of linear averaging to allow any
switching transients in the multiplexer
to die away.

Another application of triggered
multispectrum is in gated measure-
ments where gate widths of < 5 ms
nominal are required. The measuring
gate can then be positioned within the
cycle of the process under investiga-
tion by setting an appropriate trigger
delay, and can be moved around the
cycle by varying the delay. Note, how-
ever, that in contrast to the gated mul-
tispectrum measurements described in
Section 2.2, it is now only possible to
measure for one gate position at a time
within the cycle.

Triggered multispectrum is selected
on the 2123/33 by setting the “Rate”
field of the “Input”fields to “Trig-
gered”(see Fig. 2). Once again, an ex-
ternal trigger is required, and the same
comments apply as in Section 2.2 with
respect to powering the MM 0012 or
MM 0024.

2.4. Averaged Multispectrum
Where the process being studied is re-
petitive, all of the different types of
multispectra described in the previous
sections can be averaged together to
form averaged multispectra. Where,
for instance, a series of input multi-
spectra are being collected, each indi-
vidual multispectrum will represent a
frequency-amplitude-time landscape
of one measured event. When several
of these multispectra are then aver-
aged together, an average landscape
over all of the measured events will
result, with the random variations
from event to event being averaged
out. An example of this is in reverber-
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Triggered Multispectrum

 With exponential averaging

Trig Trig Trig

 With linear averaging (maximum averaging time, 1  minimum, 1 ms)

Trig Trig Trig Trig

 between triggers  10 

Fig. 8. Operation of the 2123/33 with triggered multispectrum

 Auto Spectrum

 : 
 : T:

: External 
Input :  200 

: Avg. Multi
Auto

Ch.A  Preamp 

Fig. 9. A typical measurement set-up for collection of an averaged multispectrum

Auto Spectrum

Bandwidth
Averaging : Exp. Fast

 Rate: 

Ch. h : Preamp

Fig. 10. Typical measurement set-up for spectrum history mode

Man. re-start

ation time measurements using ran-
dom noise as an excitation, where each
set of decays will exhibit ripple due to
the excitation. This ripple can be aver-

aged out by measuring further sets of
decays and forming an average multi-
spectrum.



A typical measurement set-up for
collection of an averaged multispec-
trum is shown in Fig. 9. The number of
multispectra to be averaged is set us-
ing the “Buffer”  fields, and “Man. re-
start”  is reset to “Auto re-start”  to en-
able a new input multispectrum to be
collected with each new trigger.

In contrast to the measurement set-
up of Fig. 2, the set-up of Fig. 9 has
linear averaging selected. Note how, in
the “Input”  fields, “Rate”  is now auto-
matically set to the linear averaging
time, T.

2.5. Spectrum History Mode
Where the internal memory of the
2123/33 is insufficient to store all of
the spectra required for an input mul-
tispectrum, an alternative is to use
spectrum history mode, where success-
ive spectra can be output over the
IEEE-bus for storage on an external
medium. The minimum time interval
between spectra in spectrum history
mode is, for audio frequency range sin-
gle parameter measurements, about
7 ms for octave data and about 15 ms
for l/3 octave data. A typical measure-

ment set-up for spectrum history
mode is shown in Fig. 10.

3. Use of Time Mode in the
Analysis of Transient and
Non-stationary signals
An alternative method of analyzing
transient and non-stationary signals
on the 2123/33  is to use time mode.
This is where the analyzer is set up to
capture and store time signals of up to

Fig. 11. Example of a time signal captured using the 2123133, to-
gether with the corresponding measurement set-up

Fig. 12. A 1/3 octave analysis of the entire time signal captured in
Fig. 11, together with the corresponding measurement set-up

Fig. 12. A 1/3 octave analysis of the entire time signal captured in
Fig. 11, together with the corresponding measurement set-up

Fig. 14. A 1/24 octave analysis of the entire time signal captured in
Fig. II, together with the corresponding measurement set-up



100 k samples duration. Such signals
can be viewed on the 2123/33 display
and stored on disc, allowing the ana-
lyzer to be used as a transient record-
er. In addition to this, signals stored
on disc can be recalled into the
2123/33 for subsequent spectral analy-
sis.

The maximum duration of a signal
which can be captured using time
mode depends on the selected fre-
quency range during capture. As a
guideline, with a frequency range of
11,2 kHz selected, 100 k samples of
time domain data corresponds to 3s
single channel, (2123 and 2133),  or
1,5 s/channel dual channel, (2133
only). This duration will decrease or
increase proportionally with a selected
higher or lower frequency range, re-
spectively. Stored signals can be ana-
lyzed across their full frequency range
in octaves or 1/3 octaves, or up to one
quarter of their frequency range in 1/12
or 1/24 octaves. In such analyses, the
results are always “quasi”real-time,
that is they give the same results as a
real-time analysis, even though they
were made out of real-time.

Once a signal has been captured us-
ing time mode, it can be analyzed over
and over again, with differing analysis
parameters. Further, parts of the time
signal can be “gated out”for analysis
independently of the rest of the signal.

3.1. Analysis of Signals using Time
Mode
Fig. 11 shows an example of a time
signal, consisting of two transients,
captured using the 2133/33, together
with the corresponding measurement

setup. The signal was captured using
an internal trigger with a -50 ms de-
lay, the 2133 having first been set to
store 500 ms of signal. Having cap-
tured the signal in the 2123/33 inter-
nal memory, the next stage is to store
the signal on disc. Figs. 12 through 16
illustrate some of the possibilities
available for analysis of the signal
when it is recalled from the disc.

Figs. 12 through 14 shows analyses
of the entire signal in Fig. 11 in 1/3 1/12
and 1/24 octaves, respectively, together
with the corresponding measurement
set-ups. Note how the measurement
set-ups are identical to those for real-
time operation of the 2123/33, except
that the “Ch. A”fields at the bottom
of the measurement set-ups are set to
recall data from the disc-file in ques-
tion, in this case TIMEOB. The analy-
ses of the entire time signal were ob-
tained by selecting linear averaging
with an averaging time equal to the
signal duration, and pressing the
“Measurement Start”key on the
2123/33 keyboard.

Figs. 15 and 16 show two further ex-
amples of signal analysis using time
mode, namely, partial analysis of the
time signal and formation of a multi-
spectrum from the time signal, respec-
tively. In Fig. 15, a window has been
applied to the time signal to window
out part of it for analysis indepen-
dently of the rest. The figure shows
the original time function, where the
delta cursor has been used to highlight
the part of the signal windowed out
for analysis, and the resulting analy-
sis. The measurement set-up used to
obtain this is shown in Fig. 17. Look-

ing at the lowest line of the measure-
ment set-up, the input is once again
the file TIMEOB. The next field to the
right shows a symbol indicating that a
rectangular window is to be used, (a
rectangular window with adjustable
cosine tapers can also be selected).
The second field to the right of this
allows the time corresponding to the
start of the window to be entered,
while the width of the window is en-
tered as the linear averaging time.

Fig. 18 shows the measurement set-
up used to obtain the multispectrum
of Fig. 16. Such a set-up is identical to
what is described in Section 2, except
that the input source becomes
TIMEOB. An advantage, though, is
that in time mode, windows of < 5 ms
(nominal) can be obtained. The analy-
sis of Fig. 16 was obtained by using
linear averaging with 20 ms averaging
time, and an input multispectrum
consisting of 25 spectra.

3.2. Signal Enhancement in Time
Mode
Signal enhancement, otherwise known
as time domain averaging, can be em-
ployed on the 2123/33 when capturing
time signals. In this type of data ac-
quisition successive time records from
a repetitive process are averaged to-
gether under the control of a once-per-
cycle trigger. One of the results of this
process is that background noise
which is asynchronous with the trigger
is averaged out.

An enhanced time signal is stored
and analyzed in the same way as any
other signal using time mode. Howev-
er, since the enhancement process re-

Fig. 15. An analysis of part of the time signal from Fig. 10. The  part
windowed out for analysis is highlighted using the delta cursor

Fig. 16. An input multispectrum generated from the entire time sig-
nal captured in Fig. 10. A slice display of the 4 kHz 1/3 octave is
shown

6



Auto Spectrum

Bandwidth : 
Averaging : Lin. T:

:
Buffer : Emp y

Ch. A :

re-start

Fig. 17. The measurement set-up used to obtain the analysis shown in Fig. 15

 Ch.A Auto Spectrum

Bandwidth : 
Averaging : T:

: Multi 25 Rate: T r-e-start
Buffer : Empty

Ch. A :  n + 

Fig. 18. The measurement set-up used to obtain the analysis shown in Fig. 16

Time Function

: AT:

Input
Buffer

re-start

Ch. A : Lin.

Fig. 19. Typical measurement set-up for enhanced time measurement

Ch.A Time Function

: AT:

 000000s  655360Buffer
Ch.A : + L in.

r-e-start

Fig. 20. Typical measurement set-up for time history mode

quires use of some of the 2123/33s
memory capacity, the maximum dura-
tion of an enhanced time signal is
33 ksamples. A typical measurement
set-up for enhanced time is shown in
Fig. 19.

3.3. Reversed Time Analysis
For signals with very short decay
times, reversed time analysis can be
used. In this type of analysis, the time
signal is entered into the digital filter
bank backwards. Since the filter bank
has a much faster rise time than decay
time, such reversed time analysis
means that the analyzer can correctly
analyse shorter decays than with nor-
mal, forward analysis. This mode can
be used, for instance, to measure re-
verberation times down to well under
100 ms.

3.4. Time History Mode
Where the internal memory capacity
of the 2123/33  is insufficient to cap-
ture the entire signal of interest, time
history mode can be used instead. In
this, the 2123/33 is used purely as an
ADC, with the digitised time domain
samples being streamed out over the
IEEE-bus for storage on an external
medium. Time domain data can be
output over the IEEE-bus in real-time
to 22,4 kHz in single channel, (2123
and 2133),  or 11,2 kHz dual channel,
(2133 only). A typical measurement
set-up for time history mode is shown
in Fig. 20.

4. Conclusion
It has been demonstrated that both
input multispectrum and time mode
can be used in the analysis of non-
stationary and transient signals. Of
the two methods, time mode probably
presents the greatest flexibility, al-
though it is only applicable to relative-
ly short signals. Input multispectrum,
on the other hand, is more generally
applicable, and can be used on signals
having durations of from tens of milli-
seconds to many hours.

7
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application notes

Measurement of Reverberation Time with the Single/Dual
Channel Real-time Analyzer 2123/33

by Klaus Højbjerg
Brüel & Kjær

Introduction
The determination of reverberation

time is of interest for several acoustic
applications. Examples of these are
sound power measurements in rever-
beration rooms, building acoustic
measurements and sound absorption.

A suitable measurement procedure
for a given purpose depends on the
frequency range of interest, the length
of the reverberation time and the re-
quired precision.

Measurement Methods
Choosing a measurement method

and procedure means that a lot of de-
tailed decisions are made - conscious-
ly or unconsciously.

These decisions concern:
� Main measurement parameters

- Frequency range
_ Filter bandwidth

� Excitation method
- Interrupted noise or impulse

 Measurement technique (sampling)
_ Exponential or linear averaging
- Averaging time
_ Time interval between samples
- Total “recording” time

Evaluation
Range

 Principle (e.g. linear regression)

Spatial averaging
- Source positions
- Microphone (or

positions
accelerometer)

- Type of averaging (decays or re-
verberation times)

 Amount and precision of measure-
ment results
- Storage of decays or only rever-

beration times
- Check of precision, only occa-

sionally or more systematic

If standardized measurements are
required, such as IS0 354, many deci-

sions are made beforehand, but there
are still a lot of choices to make.

Measuring a reverberation decay
implies the measurement of a multi-
spectrum. During a decay “instanta-
neous” spectra are measured with a
user-defined time interval between
two consecutive spectra down to nomi-
nal 5 ms. The multispectrum concept
is illustrated in Fig. 1. It is possible to
inspect the decays by “cutting” the
multispectrum and showing the level
as function of time in a display type
called Slice, see Fig. 1.

Measurement of Reverberation

Multispectrum

Slice
a

Reverberation Time

Fig. 1. Illustration of the multispectrum concept

BO 0190-l 1



When measuring reverberation time
in practice (field or laboratory), spa-
tial averaging is necessary. This can be
an averaging of reverberation times or
of the directly measured data, i.e. av-
eraging a number of multispectra. The
latter is illustrated in Fig. 2. The ana-
lyzer has an input memory and a buff-
er memory, and averaging of multi-
spectra can take place in the buffer
memory. “Multi 50 Rate: 20 ms”speci-
fied in the input memory means that
50 spectra are recorded with a time
interval of 20 ms between spectra.
“Avg. Multi 5”in the buffer memory
line means that a measurement is
made 5 times and that the averaged
multispectrum, which is the average of
the five measurements, is stored in the
buffer memory.

Measurements with
interrupted noise

Fig. 3 shows a typical measurement
set-up for a reverberation time mea-
surement using interrupted noise;
typical instrumentation is shown in
Fig. 4. For spatial averaging the ana-
lyzer can automatically control either
a Rotating Microphone Boom Type
3923 or a Multiplexer Type 2811. The
multiplexer can, of course, also be con-
trolled manually.

It should be noted that when noise-
burst signals are used both the ON

r Averaged Multispectrum
Averaged Multispectrum is a development of

multispectrum mode

Data is read into an
Input Multispectrum at
a predetermined rate

“Accept”

The new
Input Multispectrum
is averaged with the
Buffer Multispectrum

Fig. 2. Illustration of averaged multispectrum

time and the OFF time must be longer
than the reverberation time.

Calculation of reverberation time
from the measured multispectrum is
done by recalling the function
no. 50:Reverb. The details of how the

reverberation time is to be evaluated
need not be specified before the mea-
surements. The multispectrum is a da-
tabase, which can be used for calcula-
tion of a variety of reverberation
times, for example, corresponding to
different evaluation ranges, see Fig. 5.

Sound Source

Real-time Frequency Analyzer
2123 or 2133

Fig. 3. Typical measurement set-up for a reverberation time mea- Fig. 4. Instrumentation for reverberation time measurements ac-
surement using interrupted noise cording to the interrupted noise method
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Fig. 5. Reverberation decay with evaluation
range used in calculations of rever-
beration time

Reverberation times corresponding
to evaluation ranges 5 to 15 dB, 5 to
25 dB and 5 to 35 dB below steady-
state level, can simply be typed in as
user-defined functions:

T10 = REVERB ,5,10)
T20 = REVERB ,5,20)
T30 = REVERB ,5,30)

Further, it is possible to define the
evaluation individually for each filter
band. This is made by omitting the
constants in the formula implying that

 Y 1 and delta-Y are specified in
a table connected to the function set-
up.

Beside the evaluation range, it is
possible to specify the minimum num-
ber of samples within the evaluation
range. The reverberation time for a
given frequency band is calculated, if
the conditions are fulfilled. If not, a
change of conditions may be consid-
ered.

Calculation of reverberation time is
made by a linear regression on curve
points within the defined evaluation
range. The reverberation time as a
function of frequency can be shown on
the screen. A warning line below a re-
sult means that the correlation coeffi-
cient is below a user-specified value
(default 0,95). A warning line at a fre-
quency without result means, that the
other above-mentioned conditions are
not fulfilled, see Fig. 6.

Measurement with
impulse excitation

Fig. 7 shows a typical measurement
set-up for measurements of reverbera-
tion time using impulse excitation,
and Fig. 8 shows an instrumentation
example.

When the recording has been made,
the result can be inspected directly,
but it is also possible to use backwards

2.s

1.5

C

 t FILE14 113

II II
250 500

II
Ik 4k Sk AL

Fig. 6. Reverberation time calculation using the function Reverb.

60

30

 Auto 

start on  “A”
75 T

 + 12.

Fig. 7. Typical measurement set-up for a reverberation time measurement using impulse exci-
tation

integration according to Schroeders
method, by using the function no. 52:

upper right corner of the screen, Fig. 9.
However, the calculation of reverbera-

Back_Int.  A detailed study of decays
can be made on the screen using the

tion time can be made directly on the

delta cursor and the corresponding re-
sampled impulse response using the
function no. 51: Reverb Back.

verberation time can be read in the

3



Pistol

Real-time Frequency Analyzer
2123 or 2133

Fig. 8. Instrumentation for reverberation
time measurements according to
Schroeder’s method of integrated
impulse response

Averaging of
reverberation times

In some situations with several mi-
crophone/sound source positions
where the initial sound pressure levels
are not the same, averaging on samples
will create curvature on the decays,
which will cause misinterpretation of
the result.

Therefore, it can be an advantage to
average the reverberation times. An
example could be to average three re-
verberation times, each determined
from three decays and each identified
by a suitable name, such as Tl, T2 and
T3. Each reverberation time is stored
on disk, identified by its file name.
When the measurement procedure is
finished the final reverberation time is

Fig. 9. Backwards integration of the same decay as Fig. 7 and using the delta cursor for calcu-
lation of the reverberation time

calculated by use of the user-defined
function:

RT = (Tl + T2 + T3)/3

Conclusion
This application note has described

how reverberation time can be mea-
sured and calculated by use of the
single/dual channel Real-time Analyz-
er Type 2123/33. Different averaging
techniques have also been described.
Documentation of the results is avail-
able via the 2123/33 screen dump and
digital plotter outputs.

References:
IS0 3382 “Acoustics - Measure-
ment of reverberation time in audi-
toria”
IS0 354 “Acoustics - Measurement
of sound absorption in a reverbera-
tion room”
Schroeder, M.R.: “New Method of
Measuring Reverberation Time”
Journal of the Acoustical Society of
America, 1965
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Application Notes
Formation
Real-time Frequency Analyzers Types 2123 and 2133 
by Roger Upton

of Tolerance Curves and Tolerance Testing using the

1. Introduction

One of the properties of the Real-time
Frequency Analyzer Type 2123/33 is
the ability to compare incoming mea-
surement or processed data against
tolerance curves. Such tolerance
curves can be formed from measured
or processed data or entered through
the 2123/33 keyboard. This applica-
tion note describes how such tolerance
curves can be formed, the different
types of tolerance testing available on
the 2123/33, and their use in go/no-go
testing.

2. Formation of Tolerance
Curves on the 2123/33
Tolerance curves are formed on the
2123/33 using one of the predefined
user-definable functions, (UDFs),
namely No. 38, Tol. Both measured
and processed data can be used as
their basis. Fig. 1 shows a set of toler-
ance curves which have been formed
around a single measured spectrum.
However, they could equally have
been formed around processed data,
for instance, the average spectrum cal-
culated from a series of measurements
across a large number of test samples.
Once the tolerances have been formed,
they are stored on disc for future use.

The tolerances are formed by set-
ting the 2123/33 display to show the
relevant data, and calling UDF No. 38
to the display set-up. UDF No. 38 is
shown in Fig. 2. The spacing of the
tolerance curves is controlled by the
two constants U-limit and L-limit,
(upper limit and lower limit respec-
tively), the values of which are set
through the 2123/33 table of con-
stants. In Fig. 2, they have both been
set to 10 dB, meaning that the toler-
ance curves formed will be spaced

10 dB around the source data. The

Main x:
Y:
T:

60

50

125 250 500 Ik 2k

Input

70.  20. RMS

A L

Y:
T:

 Formation of tolerance c u v e s  around measured data on the 2123133

 Setup no: 38

 U-limit, L-limit

Data are in: 
 L bands:

type, ref: 
Not calculated

constants:  U-I = 10.000
Function constants:
1 s 20.000

1.5000 10.000
52.000 10.000

N 10.000
7

2
IO
11
12 S-r
13
14
15 U-limit

18 rho0
19
20 pi

Fig. 2. UDF No.38,  used to form the tolerance curves shown in Fig. 1. U_limit and L-limit
are defined through the table of constants shown
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tolerance curves can then be stored on
disc by storing the processed result.

Tolerance curves stored on disc can
be modified by recalling the disc-file
containing them into a 2123/33 dis-
play where there is no UDF active.
The most effective means of modifica-
tion is then to select table format on
the 2123/33 display, whereby it will be
possible to access the fields containing
the upper and lower tolerances and
key in the required values via the
2123/33 keyboard. Fig. 3 shows this
process taking place. If no upper or
lower limit is required, this can be ob-
tained by keying in a suitably large
positive or negative number, whereby
the 2123/33  will select + or
respectively. When the 2123/33 cannot
show the entire table at once, it is
possible to scroll up or scroll down
through the table as required. On
completion of modification, the disc-
file is re-stored on disc using either
the same or a different filename.

Fig. 4 shows the tolerance curves,
formed using the process just de-
scribed, in use for fixed tolerance test-
ing. The 2123/33 can carry out three
types of tolerance testing, namely,
fixed tolerance, aligned tolerance and
floating tolerance. These are described
in Sections 3, 4 and 5 respectively.

3. Fixed Tolerance Testing
Fig. 4 illustrates fixed tolerance test-
ing, where the tolerance curves are re-
called into one of the 2123/33 displays,
(with no UDF being active in that dis-
play), the test data being shown in the
other display. The two displays are
then superimposed with the same
ranges and scaling to give a display
similar to Fig. 4. Two auxiliary cursor
read-outs are then used, namely toler-
ance check, which indicates pass/fail
for the test data, (the pass/fail signal
is also available through a connector
on the rear of the 2123/33,  see Section
7), and tolerance margin, which shows
the smallest margin of pass for a test
which has passed or the greatest mar-
gin of failure for a test which has
failed.

The test data presented in tolerance
testing can be incoming measurement
data or can be processed data. In
Fig. 4, the test data is Ch. A autospec-
trum data. However, the data could
also have been processed, for example,
to correct for a transducer response,
prior to tolerance testing. This would
be carried out by calling the relevant
UDF into the display showing the test
data.

TOLCURVE
Limit-U

70.  20. RMS

100

200
250
315
400

800

 2k

3.

Limit-U

65.0
65.0
65.0
60.0

55.0
45.0
45.0
45.0

35.0
35.0
35.0

42.3

23.1
20.8

12.4

4: 1
1.3

X:
Y:

Avg. T: 2.00s

Fig. 3. Table format being used to modify tolerance curves on the 2123133

I
TOLCURVE

01 Limit-U
RMS

4.3
To Check :

4k 8k AL

80.  20.
Y:

RMS
4

Fig. 4. The tolerance curves resulting from Fig. 3 being used for fired tolerance testing

Note that tolerance testing only play is used to give the best visual
takes place over the frequency range presentation of the data. Note, howev-
displayed on the 2123/33 display. This er, that use of a superimposed display
gives a convenient method of restrict- is not strictly necessary, in that a dual
ing the frequency range of testing, display can also be used provided the
where this is required, since it is only frequency axes are aligned. Further
necessary to make the desired changes alignment of the amplitude axes is not
in the two display set-ups being used. strictly necessary, provided they are
This avoids the need for having to both calibrated in the same type of
change the stored tolerance curves. units.)

(In the above, a superimposed dis-
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4. Aligned Tolerance Testing
Aligned tolerance testing is used
where it is required to move the toler-
ance curves up or down to match the
test data, using one frequency, (or fre-
quency band), as a reference, such
that the tolerance curves are aligned
to the test data at that frequency. Any
frequency, (or frequency band), can be
selected for alignment, but it is most
frequently set to 1 kHz.  Fig. 5 shows
aligned tolerance testing in 1/12 oc-
taves. This was obtained by calling the
tolerance curves into one display with
a UDF for aligned tolerance testing
active, and calling the test data into
the other display.

The 2123/33 contains a pre-defined
UDF for aligned tolerance testing,
namely no. 24, Aligned_Tol. This is
set up for 1/3 octave tolerance testing,
with the alignment taking place in the
1 kHz 1/3 octave. Since the testing be-
ing used in Fig. 5 is in 1/12 octaves, and
since there is no 1 kHz 1/12 octave in
the 2123/33, it is necessary to modify
this UDF slightly, such that the toler-
ances are aligned to the maximum val-
ue of the test data in the 972 and
1030 Hz 1/12 octaves, (with further
modification, the alignment could be
made on the average value). The re-
sulting UDF is shown in Fig. 6. The
value of K determines the interval be-
tween the test data at 1 kHz and the
upper tolerance curve.

Aligned tolerance testing can be car-
ried out on incoming measurement
data or on processed data. Where,
however, processed data is being test-
ed, it will usually be necessary to mod-
ify the UDF used to ensure that align-
ment is to the right data.

5. Floating Tolerance Test-
ing
Floating tolerance testing is in some
respects similar to aligned tolerance
testing, in that the tolerance curves
are moved up or down to try and
match the test data. With floating tol-
erance testing, however, the 2123/33
attempts to fit the test data within the
tolerance curves across the entire dis-
played frequency range, rather than
just at one frequency. Floating toler-
ance testing is used where the overall
frequency content of the test data is of
importance rather than the absolute
levels.

The 2123/33 contains a pre-defined
UDF for floating tolerance testing,
namely No. 29, Flting_Tol.  It is used
by calling it into the display contain-

60

70. 20. RMS
Y:

Fig. 5. Aligned tolerance testing in progress with 1/12 octave tolerances and the tolerance
curves aligned to the test data at 1 kHz

Function Setup no: 24W

=  + , 972-1030 

Data  in:  t  1 t 
A  L bands: Not calculated

Fig. 6. The UDF used for the testing in Fig. 5, obtained by modifying pre-defined
UDF No. 24

ing the tolerance curves. Fig. 7 shows
floating tolerance testing in progress
with UDF No. 29 active. Where the
test data is incoming measurement
data, UDF No. 29 can be used direct-
ly. Where the test data is processed
data, however, some modification of
UDF No. 29 will usually be necessary.

6. Tolerance Testing on Slice
Data
Although the description of tolerance
testing given so far has been with re-
spect to frequency domain data, it is
equally applicable to slice data collect-
ed using the 2123133. Slice data plots
the variation in level as a function of

time or some other third parameter in
a single frequency band collected us-
ing the 2123/33 in multispectrum
mode, (for a description of use of the
2123/33 in multispectrum mode, see
the Application Note, “Analysis of
Transient and Non-stationary Signals
using the Real-time Frequency Ana-
lyzers Types 2123 and 2133). Toler-
ance testing on slice data therefore al-
lows testing of time-dependent data or
data dependent on some other param-
eter, at a constant frequency.

Tolerance testing on slice data is
identical to tolerance testing with
spectral data, with the exception that
slice data is used instead. Fig. 8 shows
an example of tolerance curves formed
around slice data.
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7. Go/no- go Testing with
the 2123/33
Tolerance testing makes the 2123/33
suitable for go/no-go testing of the
type found in production and quality
control. Multiple tests can be carried
out by recalling the relevant tolerance
curves from disc into the 2123/33 in-
ternal memory, and then calling the
curves to the 2123/33 display as re-
quired. This avoids having to further
access the disc, thereby saving the
time involved, (the 2123/33  can hold
many sets of tolerance curves in its
memory at any one time). Such testing
can be completely automated using
autosequencing on the 2123133.

As an aid to automated testing, the
pass/fail indication obtained through
the auxiliary cursor read-out is avail-
able through the Remote Control Con-
nector on the rear panel of the
2123/33. This gives a TTL true output
when the auxiliary cursor read-out in-
dicates pass, and can be used to drive
other indication equipment, such as
LEDs,  lamps, etc. Further, where the
2123/33 is being autosequenced, tests
can be repeated using the “Run/Stop”
key, to give one button operation. The
“Run/Stop”key can also be remotely
accessed through the 2123/33 front
panel remote control input.

8 . Conclusions
The tolerance testing features de-
scribed make the 2123/33  a powerful
tool for go/no -go testing. They can
be applied to both frequency and time
domain data, allowing a broad range
of test types. Further, through use of
autosequences, such testing can be
completely automated.

Spectrum TOLCURVE
Fltin Limit-U
80. Od RMS To  Check : Passed

30 .

30

40

30

20

10

A
AL

80. 20. RMS
Y:

Fig. 7. Floating tolerance testing in progress in 1 /3 octaves

80

70

60

50

40

30

N Slice

RMS

z:
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Fig. 8. Tolerance curves formed around slice data
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Application Notes

Measurement of Sound Reduction Index with the Single/Dual
Channel Real-time Analyzers Types 2123 and 2133
by Birgit Rasmussen
Brüel & K j æ r Denmark

1. Introduction
Determination of sound insulation ac-
cording to the International Standard
IS0 140 or equivalent standards can
be accomplished directly by using the
Single/Dual Channel Real-time Ana-
lyzer Type 2123 or 2133.

This application note describes fea-
tures important to measurement of
the sound reduction index, and in-
cludes information about user-defined
functions, data storage and presenta-
tion of results.

2. Standards
The principle of a standardised mea-
surement of sound reduction index is
that noise is emitted into the room on
one side of the test specimen, where-
after the sound pressure level is mea-
sured at both sides of the test object.
Based on the level difference and
some corrections - see below - the
sound reduction index is calculated.

This principle is used for laboratory
measurements of the sound reduction
index of a building element and for
field measurements of the correspond-
ing field quantity, the apparent sound
reduction index. The measurement
procedures may be identical, but the
results are denoted slightly different-
ly, R and  respectively.

According to the international stan-
dard IS0 140/3 [l], the sound reduc-
tion index is found from:

R = 

where

= average sound pressure level in
the source room

= average sound pressure level in
the receiving room

S = area of the test specimen
A = equivalent absorption area in

the receiving room

The equivalent absorption area A is
evaluated from:

A

where

V = receiving room volume 
T = reverberation time in the receiv-

ing room [s]

The equation for the determination
of the sound reduction index is found
by combining eqs. (1) and (2):

R =  log T
S

+  0,163 V

Consequently, the determination of
the sound reduction index requires:
- Measurement of sound pressure lev-

el in the source room
- Measurement of sound pressure lev-

el  in the receiving room
- Measurement of reverberation time

T in the receiving room

- Knowledge of the area S of the test
specimen

- Knowledge of the receiving room
volume V

According to [l], the sound reduction
index should be determined per 1/3 oc-
tave in the frequency range 100 -
3150 Hz.

The sound pressure levels and the
reverberation time are spatially aver-
aged values. The standard does not
require a certain number of micro-
phone positions or a certain length of
a microphone path, but the precision
of the measurement results should ful-
fil the requirements laid down in IS0
140/2 [l]. The spatial averaging is car-
ried out by using a rotating micro-
phone boom, a microphone array or a
single microphone moved from posi-
tion to position. Examples of test pro-
cedures are found in IS0 140.

Most national standards about mea-
surement of the sound reduction index
describe methods equal or similar to
the IS0 method. Some details may be
different, but this does not normally
influence the principles of the mea-
surement. As an example, the Ameri-
can standard ASTM 90-85 [2] pre-
scribes the frequency range 125-
4000Hz, which is shifted by 1 / 3 octave
compared to IS0 140 [l], and the de-
notation of the final result is different.
However, apart from this, the mea-
surement procedure may be the same.
Consequently, a measurement carried
out according to the ISO-method  may
serve as a useful example in general.
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Real-Time
Frequency Analyzer

2133

Fig. 1. Typical instrumentation for laboratory measurement of airborne sound insulation

3. Measurement of Sound Reduction Index using 2123 or 2133
The sound reduction index can be
measured using the single-channel an-
alyzer 2123 as well as the dual-channel
analyzer 2133. However, the measure-
ment is basically a two-channel mea-
surement, and in principle the mea-
surement of sound pressure level
should be carried in both source and
receiving room simultaneously. Only if
the noise signal is stable, is a single-
channel analyzer sufficient. Measur-
ing, for example, the sound insulation
of facades using traffic noise as the
sound source requires a dual-channel
analyzer according to IS0 140/5 [l].
Apart from the number of channels
and the related performance, the 2123
and 2133 are identical.

Typical laboratory instrumentation
is shown in Fig. 1.

Some of the features important to
measurement of the sound reduction
index are described below. For full in-
formation about the possibilities, see
instruction manual.

3.1. Remote control of a rotating
microphone boom or a multiplexer
Spatial averaging of the sound pres-
sure level as well as the reverberation
time is required according to IS0 140.
This may be done by moving a single
microphone from position to positiion
but the average sound pressure level is
more conveniently measured by using
a Rotating Microphone Boom Type
3923 or a Multiplexer Type 2811 con-
trolled via the remote control socket
on the rear of the analyzer. The re-
mote control signal is activated via a

2

special parameter in the analyzer’s
general setup.

alyzers have a built-in noise generator
with output on the front panel of the
analyzer. The generator can be

3.2. Noise generator switched on continuously for the level
A noise signal is emitted in the source measurements, or with a selectable on
room, when measuring level differ- and off-time for the reverberation
ence, and in the receiving room, when time measurements, see Fig.2 and 3
measuring reverberation time. The an- (bottom lines of measurement setups).
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Single Man re-start
Buffer  Empty

 Preamp  +
 Preamp 
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Fig. 2. Examples of display and measurement setups for measurement of source and receiv-
ing room levels with the Dual Channel Analyzer 2133, averaging time 32s. Rotating Micro-
phone Booms Type 3923 are used for the measurement
a) Source room level (upper display) and receiving room level (lower display)
b) Measurement setup



3.3. User-defined functions
The raw data consist of the measured
spectra in the source and receiving
rooms and the spectra measured in
the receiving room during the decays.
The sound reduction index is calculat-
ed from these data using user-defined
functions, abbreviated UDF. A basic
introduction to UDFs is found in [3].

The reverberation time is evaluated
using the built-in function “Reverb”
(No.50). Default values for the start-
ing point and range of the evaluation
are 5dB below steady state level and
20dB range, but these values are user-
selectable, see e.g. [4], so they can be
chosen according to the guidelines
found in the standard in question.

The sound reduction index accord-
ing to (3) is calculated using a corre-
sponding user-defined function, e.g.
the built-in function (No. 57).

Any part of the built-in functions as
well as the names can be changed at
will. In general UDFs should be speci-
fied conveniently, considering the spe-
cific measurement procedure in ques-
tion. For example correction for back-
ground noise can be included in the
function. If the procedure used in-
cludes more complete measurements
of sound insulation, e.g. using differ-
ent loudspeaker positions, the final re-
sult can easily be found specifying a
UDF which calculates the average.

3.4. Measurement setup and dis-
play setup
The details of a measurement, e.g. fre-
quency range, averaging time, number
of spectra, etc., are specified in mea-
surement setups, which can be tailor-
made to correspond to the measure-
ments required.

The data - directly measured or
postprocessed - are shown on screen
using an appropriate display setup.
The source of the basic data to be used
is specified. If postprocessing of these
data is wanted, a function is selected.

An example of measurement and
display setups for measurement of
source and receiving room levels with
2133 are shown at Fig.2. The data
shown in the display of Fig. 2 are the
source and receiving room levels mea-
sured using the Rotating Microphone
Boom Type 3923.

For measurement of reverberation
time, the setups are changed, see e.g.
example of measurement setup in
Fig. 3.

3.5. Storage on disc
All types of measured and postpro-
cessed data can be stored on disc.
Storage is activated by using “Store”

 Auto Spectrum

t a n
I u t

 Generator I Delay: 
 Multi 100 Rate: 

Buffer  Multi 6
Man. re-start

 Lin.
Generator  Burst Random

Fig. 3. Example of measurement setup for measurement of reverberation time. This setup
can be used for a measurement carried out at 3 positions on the microphone path (3923) with
2 excitations in each position.

and by specifying what should be
stored and the name of the file.

Furthermore, the disc is useful for
storage of measurement setups, user-
defined functions, constant tables,
user texts, screen dumps, etc.

The analyzer’s disc drive is designed
for 3 1/2" micro floppy discs and the
format is compatible with PC/MS-
DOS 3.2. The capacity of one disc is
720kbytes or 112 files. Before use, the
disc is formatted in the analyzer by
one of the built-in disc commands.
Back-up data discs are created using
another command, which copies all
files on one disc to another disc by
inserting source and destination discs
in turn.

The data stored on disc can be used
for several purposes. First of all the
data file is a simple means of keeping
the data. Second, the data can later be
recalled for further processing or for
comparison with other data. Further-
more, the data and the information
stored with the data are important for
documentation and hard-copy, see be-
low.

3.6. Documentation
A data file on disc consists of results
and some additional information do-
cumenting the results. When storing
e.g. the measured source and receiving
room level, the measurement setup,
comments line and the display setup
are stored along with the data . The
comments line contains date and time
when start/trigger conditions are ful-
filled, and comments written by the
user. If postprocessed results are
stored on disc the UDF used is stored
with the data.

The measurement setup and com-
ments line stored with the data are
very important as documentation, e.g.
in cases where traceability of measure-
ment results is a requirement.

3.7. Hard copy
Hard copy documentation for reports

is made by using either a printer or a
plotter connected to the analyzer via
the interface.

Screen dump
Specifying a matrix printer as the re-
ceiving device, the plot pushkey acti-
vates a screen dump which is very
similar to what is seen on the screen.
Examples of screen dumps are found
in Fig. 2 and 3.

Pen plot
Specifying a plotter as receiver, the
standard type of plot is a screen
" c o p y " . However, the flexibility is
quite extensive, since e.g. size, scaling
of axes, graph type and line type can
be varied. Furthermore, more types of
plot are available, and pen numbers,
i.e. colours and/or thicknesses, can be
chosen at will for different parts of a
total plot. New graphs with new graph
types and/or line types and/or colours
may be added after completion of an
earlier plot, meaning that several
graphs may be drawn on the same
plot.

The pen plot information defining a
plot can be used immediately by
pressing the plot pushkey. Alterna-
tively, the plot information can be
stored in a disc file containing the
HPGL commands, which can be re-
called later by the analyzer or a com-
puter.

A plot example is found in Fig. 4.

Table
Any displayed table of results can be
printed or plotted by specifying a ma-
trix printer or plotter as the receiver.
However, a hard copy of a table on a
printer is very conveniently made by
selecting table as the digital output. In
this case the table is printed in ASCII-
characters, and the frequency range
can be chosen independently of what
is shown on the screen.

3



4. Rating of results
Measurement of the sound reduction
index R according to IS0 140 [l] gives
frequency dependent values. Another
standard, IS0 717 [5], describes a
method used for conversion of these
values into a single number quantity
characterizing the acoustical perfor-
mance of the test specimen. This
quantity is called the weighted sound
reduction index and denoted R,. The
principle of the method is that the
measured R-curve is compared to a
reference curve, which is shifted in
steps of 1 dB until the mean unfavour-
able deviation of the R-values is as
large as possible, but not more than
2,0 dB.

Determination of  may be carried
out by utilizing UDF No 10, which
calculates the mean unfavourable de-
viation corresponding to the 
proposed in the constant table, see in-
struction manual for details. The cor-
rect is found by manually changing
the value stepwise  until the condition
is fulfilled, i.e. the displayed result of
the UDF is as large as possible, but
not more than 2,OdB. This stepping
cannot be carried out completely auto-
matically, because the stepping is con-
ditional, and UDFs are designed for
straightforward calculations.

After having determined the 
ue, the corresponding reference curve
may be displayed - using UDF No 11
_ and compared to the measured 
curve. This is illustrated in Fig.4.

Rating of results according to other
standards may be carried out using
similar UDFs created on the basis of
the built-in functions and saved in the
memory of the analyzer or stored on
the disc.

5. Automated Measurement
Measurements of sound reduction in-
dex are greatly simplified and made
much faster by making use of autose-
quences,  which are programmed se-
quences of key-pushes. The writing of
autosequences is simplest if pre-stored
setups and functions are used. The
autosequences are conveniently stored
in an “all setups-file”together with

 Sound 
45

R
80

60

0 I I I I I f
250 500 2k 4k Sk

Fig. 4. Measured sound reduction index as a function of frequency (solid line) and the corre-
sponding reference curve (dashed line). The figure is produced using Graphics Plotter Type
2319 connected to the analyzer. The text above the diagram is user-specified

relevant measurement and display
setups and UDFs.

References
Any keystroke may be built into an

autosequence, e.g. switching the gen-
erator on or off, starting a measure-
ment, autoranging, storing data on
disc, postprocessing data, printing re-
sults. Furthermore, recall of texts can
be automated meaning that explana-
tions and prompts can be shown on
the screen whenever useful to the op-
erator.

As an alternative or supplement to
autosequences, the analyzer can be
controlled completely from a comput-
er via the IEEE-interface, which can
also be used for data transfer.

Conclusion
As described, sound reduction index
can be directly measured using the
Real-time Frequency Analyzers Types
2123 and 2133. Examples of measure-
ment setups, user-defined functions,
etc. are given. Selected parts of the
procedure are described and illustrat-
ed with printouts and plots produced
by connecting the analyzer to a printer
or plotter, respectively.

IS0 140 “Acoustics-Measurement
of sound insulation in buildings
and building elements”
Part 2: “Statement of precision re-
quirements "
Part 3: “Laboratory measurements
of airborne sound insulation of
building elements”
Part 4: "  Field measurements of air-
borne sound insulation between
rooms”
Part 5: "  Field measurements of air-
borne sound insulation of facade
elements and facades”
ASTM E90-85 “Laboratory mea-
surement of airborne sound trans-
mission loss of building partitions”
" User-definable Functions in the
Real-time Frequency Analyzers
Types 2123 and 2133”, B & K Ap-
plication Note, BO 0323
“Measurement  of Reverberation
Time with the Single/Dual Chan-
nel Real-time Analyzer 2123/33 ",
B & K Application Note, BO 0190

[5] IS0 717: “Acoustics - Rating of
sound insulation in buildings and
of building elements "
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The Use of a Computer to Process 2123/33 Disk Data

by Torben Liltorp M0!ler 
Bruei&Kjaer, Denmark

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n ?• P r e s s the Disc File Store key and the method applies to almost all other
move the cursor to the left-hand spreadsheets. The finished spread-

This application note shows how to field of the command line (the field sheet looks like Fig. 3.
store data on the built-in 2123/33 disk that shows either Input or Buffer) The spreadsheet in Fig. 3 has been
drive and how to use the stored data 8- Select Result Reading (key-in created the following way:
in commercially available IBM-PC ap- number 14)
plication software such as spread- 9- Move the cursor to the right-hand 1. Import the 2123/33 disk file (Fi-
sheets or word processors ^ e ^ °* the command line and key- le/Import/Comma & fn' delimited)

in the file name you want to use 2. Column A now contains the direc-
o O1O0/QQ T?"l T? f 10. Press Command/Execute to store tion information and column C the
I. AIA6I66 rue formats the d a t a on the disk level information

3. Column D contains the frequency
The 2123/33 is capable of storing data T f a e d i g k c a n n Q w b e m g e r t e d i n & i n f o r m a t i o n which has been typed
on its built-in floppy disk drive in var- p^ a n d a n e M m p l e o f & g o u n d I n t e n _ i n m a n u a l l y
IOUS formats. The formats can be di- f i ] e i g g h o w n i n p i g L 4_ C o l u m n E c o n t a i n s a l l t h e p o s i t i v e

vided into two groups. One type of T h e g y n t & x ig d e s c r i b e d i n t h e directions and has been created by
format is used to store data for later 2 1 2 3 / 3 3 I n s t r u c t i o n Manual Vol. 3 keying the following formula into
recall into the analyzer. Another type ( I E E E / I E C I n te r face and Disc File cell E6 and then copying it down to
of format is used to transfer data from F o r m a t s ) s e c t l o n s 8 1 t o a 3 a n d T a b l e t h e c e l l s b e l o w t o c o v e r a l l frequen-
c e analyzer to an IBM compatible PC 1 3 ^ feut t h e p a r t g r e l e v a n t f o r t h i s c i e s : @IF(A6="P",A6/ '")
using the floppy disk as the medium. a r e m e n t i o n e d h e r e :

The latter format is the one that is „□ pi-
covered by this application note, and _ ^—R;/ means Result Reading. «f» 
this format can be subdivided into two _ v-p" means Frequency data. 0^
groups: numerical data and graphical 0 3 m e a n s 1 / 3 o c t a v e . 000000000050
d a t a - _ 000000000050 means that the First 0 2 6

Frequency is 50Hz "N","W",0000000036.5
3 . N u m e r i c a l D a t a F o r m a t - 026 is the Number of Values to fol- "N'V'W",0000000026.7

l o w "N","W",0000000035.0
The numerical data formats are either - In the first column, "N" means Neg- «p» «v» Q000000068 4 
a single value (the cursor reading) or ative direction and "P" means Posi- "P"'"V"0000000055 8 
several values (a spectrum, a slice or a tive direction of the intensity. "P"'"V"0000000038 6 
time function). - In the second column, "W" means "P"'"V"0000000067 4 

The following example shows you valid data with Warning (in this "P"'"V"0000000056 4 
how to store a spectrum on disk and case too short an averaging time at "P"'"V"0000000051 2 
how to use it in connection with a low frequency and too long a micro- "P"'"V"'o000000057 4 
spreadsheet: phone spacer at high frequency), .pvvioOOOOOtXMai

and "V" means Valid data. „«„„„„««««««««« , ~ "p " "w" 0000000034 3 
1. Perform the measurement accord- - The last column is the intensity lev- u n i . ' U w . . ' ^ n n n n M ^

mg to needs (please refer to the el m dB. "P","V",0000000037.7
instruction manual for further ex- ,' \r\nnnnnnon o 
planation) The data can now be read directly into P ' V ,0000000039.2

2. Select the frequency range you a word processor, or (more interesting- M „'„ „ 
want to store, using the X-range ly) into a spreadsheet to perform fur- "P","V",0000000039.4
field in the display set-up ther calculations. ^P'V'V|',0000000036.5

3. Press the System Setups key and The values are shown with 1 digit "PV'V',0000000032.6
select the General Setup after the decimal point. If more digits "P","V'\0000000020.6

4. Select Special parameter for ASCII are required, General Setup Special "P","V",0000000022.9
File Format (key-in number 17) parameter No. 3, Reading Resolution, "P","W",0000000025.1
and change the setting to Comma should be changed from Normal to Ex- "P","W",0000000020.7
delimited tended. "P","W",0000000015.0

5. Press the Display Graph Format An example of a chart based on the MPW",0000000059.2
key to return to the graph Sound Intensity file from Fig. 1 is "P","V",0000000071.4

6. Insert a formatted data disk in the shown in Fig. 2. The chart was created W2853GBO 
disk drive using Quattro 1.0 from Borland, but Fig. 1. Result Reading File format 

2

"R_R"
a p " 

03
000000000050
026
"N'V'W", 0000000036.5
"N","W",0000000026.7
"N".,"W",0000000035.0
"P","V",0000000068.4
"P",,"V",0000000055.8
"P";,"V",0000000038.6
"P'\,"V",0000000067.4
"P";,"V",0000000056.4
"P";,"V",0000000051.2
"P":,"V", 0000000057.4
"P";,"V",0000000048.1
"P","V",0000000034.3
"P";,"V", 0000000035.4
"P","V",0000000037.7
"P";("V",0000000039.2
"P",,"V",0000000038.3
"P";,"V",0000000039.4
"P".,"V",0000000036.5
"P".,"V",0000000032.6 t

"P".,"V",0000000020.6
"P".,"V", 0000000022.9
"P",,"W",0000000025.1
"P".,"W",0000000020.7
"D" ,"W",0000000015.0
"p","V'\0000000059.2
"P»,"V",0000000071.4

T02853GBC)



C O P Y A : < f i l e > < p o r t > / s

Where < f i l e > is the file name
of the file you want to print and
the < p o r t > is the printer port
(usually LPT1:)

4.2. Pen Plot
The Pen Plot command stores the cur-
rent screen on disk as an HPGL plot-
ter file (ASCII commands), with a lay-
out depending on the setting in the
Pen Plot setup in the System setups.
The Pen Plot can later be plotted, or
imported into PC software. Although
the Dump Plot and the Pen Plot seem
very much alike, there is a significant
different: the Pen Plot file is a series of
commands that tells the plotter how to
move the pen, so the resolution is not

Fig. 2. Sound Intensity chart from spreadsheet H m i t e d ^ t h e r e s o l u t i o n o f t h e s c r e e n

(288 lines with 50Hz mains setting)
but only to the resolution of the plot-
ter.

5. Column F contains all the negative 1. Press the System Setups key to se- To save a Pen Plot on disk and then
directions and has been created as lect the General Setup later perform a plot all you have to do
column E, but using the following 2. Verify that the Plot Destination is i s follow the instructions under Dump
formula: @IF(A6 = //N//,A6// / /) set to the printer on which you

6. To get the same format as in Fig. 3, eventually want to perform the
the following setting has to be print ll I I I I I I
made: 3. Press the Graph Format key to re- , _
a. Graph/Graph Type/Stack-Bar turn to the graph and set the 1 R_R
b. Graph/X-Axis Values/D6..D31 screen up so that it looks like the 2 F 
c. Graph/Series Values/lst Series print you want to store. ~~3 ^ 

E6..E31 4. Press the Disc File Store key and ~ ~ 
d. Graph/Series Values/2nd Series change the left-hand field of the

F6..F31 command line to Dump Plot : ^Hi — — 
e. Graph/Titles/X/frequency[Hz] 5. Verify that the file name is accept- _? N w 3 6 5 5_1 ?!£.
f. Graph/Titles/Y/intensity able (or key-in a file name), and 7 N w 26.7 26.7

level[dB] press Command/Execute to store 8 N W 35.0 35.0
g. Graph/Customize/Series/ the screen to disk g p v 68.4 100 68.4

Patterns/ ls t Series/Empty 6. Depending on whether your print- ~~̂  p ^ ^T" ""^
h. Graph/Customize/Series/ er is connected directly to the -— — —7

Patterns/2nd Series/Filled 2123/33 via the IEEE-488 (like : : 
i. Graph/Customize/Series/ B&K 2313 or H P ThinkJet 2225A) J i _ __L Y. ^±J^1 67A

Legends/lst Series/Pos. or via a PC parallel printer port 13 p v 5 6 4 5 6 4

j . Graph/Customize/Series/ (HP Laser Jet or H P ThinkJet _u N V 51.2 5j£_
Legends/2nd Series/Neg. 2225A with Centronics interface), 15 p v 57.4 57.4

you have to do one of two things: 16 p v 48~i 500" 48~T
4. Graphical Data 7 a - P r i n t e r connected to the 2123/33: ^ 7 ~ ^ V ^ ^ ^ 

i. Press the System Setups key, se- 18 p v 35.4 35.4
The 2123/33 supports two different lect the Special Parameter for To p \T~3J7~. ik" 377
formats for storing graphical data on Digital Out Select, and set it to — " ^ ~ ^ 2 ~ ^ 7
disk. These are Dump Plot and Pen File Data : : 

Plot. ii. Press the Disc File List key and ■ ■ 
use the file selector to select the JL —L Y. ? !± gj ,,, 3 a 4

4.1. Dump Plot file you want to print _^ p V 3 6 5 sas
The Dump Plot command stores the iii. Verify that the printer connect- 24 p v 32.6 32.6
current screen on disk as a binary ed to the 2123/33 is in listen- l i P V 20~6~ 20~6~
print file. There are two different for- only mode ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
mats for the Dump Plot, which can be iv. Press the Digital Output key on — ~—~—— — 
selected in the Plot Destination in the the analyzer : : 

General Set-up. One is Briiel&Kjaer 7b. Printer connected to a PC's paral- — - ^ 1 ^ 1
2313 Graphical Recorder and the oth- iel printer port: _?? p w 1 5 Q 10k 15-°
er is Matrix Printer. Both formats let . 30 p v 59.2 A 59.2
you store the current screen on disk L I n s e r t t n e d l s k m t n e p c ~ ĵ p̂  ^ ~^" ~ ~^ 
and then later perform a print out, 1L T y P e th^e f o l l ° w i n S command at |l II I I ■ I I _ \ ^ J
using the following instructions: t n e u ^ ^ prompt. ^ ^ Spreadsheet based on data in Fig. 1 

3

A B c D E F
1 1 
1 R_R
2 F
3 3.0
4 50.0
5 26.0 Freq. Pos. Neg.
6 N W 36.5 50 36.5
7 N W 26.7 26.7
8 N W 35.0 35.0
9 P V 68.4 100 68.4
10 P V 55.8 55.8
11 P V 38.6 38.6
12 P V 67.4 200 67.4 -

13 P V 56.4 56.4
14 N V 51.2 51.2
15 P V 57.4 57.4
16 P V 48.1 500 48.1
17 P V 34.3 34.3
18 P V 35.4 35.4
19 P V 37.7 1k 37.7
20 P V 39.2 39.2
21 P V 38.3 38.3
22 P V 39.4 2k 39.4
23 P V 36.5 36.5
24 P V 32.6 32.6
25 P V 20.6 20.6
26 P V 22.9 5k 22.9
27 P w 25.1 25.1
28 P w 20.7 20.7
29 P w 15.0 I 10k 15.0
30 P V 59.2 A 59.2
31 P V 71.4 L 71.4

902926e



Plot (replacing Dump Plot under 1. Run the WordPerfect program and procedure is to perform the editing
point 4 with Pen Plot). place the cursor where you want to when the file has been retrieved into

If you want to make a plot, you can place the chart the CAD program (between point 3 
then use a laser printer with HPGL 2. Press Graphics (ALT F9), select and 4 of the conversion procedure
emulation and use it exactly as if it Figure and Create mentioned above). After the file has
was a plotter. 3. Press Filename and key-in the file been retrieved into the CAD program,

The pen plot commands can be read name of the HPGL file you can use all the tools that the CAD
by many PC programs, and thereby 4. Press Exit (F7) to return to your program contains to edit you plot.
integrate the plot in reports. document This can be one or more of the follow-

Much PC application software ing examples: addition or deletion of
(Word processors, Desk-top publish- One other interesting option of the text, lines, figures, etc.
ing, CAD and Graphical software) un- HPGL file format is that you have the Fig. 4 is based on a 2133 plot file
derstands HPGL langauge to some ex- ability to edit the file, and hence without editing, and Fig. 5 is after
tent. However, most PC software un- change the plot result. One easy way editing with the DesignCad program.
derstands only the most basic to do this is to use DesignCAD. The
commands, and is not capable of read-
ing all the commands used by the
2123/33. Hence, if you want to read
2123/33 Pen Plot files using your fa-
vourite PC program, make sure that it
fully supports HP7475 commands. If
this is not the case, the solution is to
convert the 2123/33 plot file to simpler
commands, that most (if not all) PC
software will understand. One pro-
gram that will do this is DesignCAD,
which, as the name implies, is a CAD
program. To perform the conversion
follow this procedure:

1. Run the DCIMPORT program and
select the option for converting an
HPGL file to a DesignCAD file.
This will create a binary file that
can be read directly by the Design-

2. Run r S c S E T U P program, set- ^ 4 P e " pM fr°m ^ 2 m

up DesignCAD to use an HP7475
plotter as the plotter device, and
select FILE as the plot destination

3. Run the DesignCAD program and
retrieve the file created above

4. Select the PLOT option and type
in the file name for the plot file you
want to create.

The 2123/33 HPGL file has now
been converted to a new HPGL file
that only contains the basic HPGL
commands. A disadvantage is that the
file size has increased significantly,
due to the lower level of the com-
mands.

The HPGL file from DesignCAD
can now be read by most PC programs
(such as WordPerfect or PageMaker).
To include the HPGL file in WordPer-
fect 5.1, please follow this example: Fig. 5. Pen plot as in Fig. 4 modified by DesignCAD 
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